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6 MONTH WARRANTY

EVERGREENS, TREES & SHRUBS

THESE PLANTS ARE GUARANTEED TO SURVIVE FOR 6 GROWING
MONTHS FROM DATE OF INSTALLATION. CUSTOMER IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR PROPER PLANTING/CARE AND NOTIFYING US AT ONCE SHOULD A
PLANT SHOW SIGNS OF DECLINE. CORLISS BROTHERS CANNOT
REPLACE PLANTS WHICH FAIL DUE TO NEGLECT, IMPROPER
WATERING, AND PLANTING BENEATH TREES. CUSTOMER IS
RESPONSIBLE FOR PROTECTING PLANTS FROM WEATHER, INSECT,
DISEASE, AND ANIMAL DAMAGE (ESPECIALLY DEER). PLANTS WHICH
SHOULD RECOVER WILL RECEIVE EXTENDED WARRANTIES,
OTHERWISE A ONETIME PURCHASEPRICE CREDIT WILL BE ISSUED
GOOD TOWARDS A FUTURE PURCHASE. ALL PLANTS ARE ONLY
GUARANTEED TRUETONAME, NOT COLORS NOR OTHER TRAITS.
WE CANNOT WARRANTY ANNUALS, VEGETABLES, OR ANYTHING
PLANTED IN POTS OR CONTAINERS. WARRANTY IS VALID ONLY FOR
ORIGINAL PURCHASER, SALES RECEIPTS MUST BE RETAINED BY
CUSTOMER TO VERIFY PURCHASE.

DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

ABELIA, ABELIA

ROSE CREEK 2'+H x 3'+W. Low and compact, very dense. New foliage

emerges with pink tinge maturing to dark green. Fragrant white flowers in late
spring into summer. Enjoys a protected location in sun to part shade.
#3 pot
$42.99
SWEET EMOTION 5'+H x 5'+W. Attractive green foliage, small white flowers
from pink buds throughout summer. Likes sun or part shade, not fussy about
soil. Very cold hardy. Sweet jasmine scent. Mounded habit. Resists deer.
#3 pot
$59.99

ARONIA, CHOKEBERRY

BRILLIANT CHOKEBERRY 8'+H x 8'+W. Native, good wildlife plant.

Attractive shiny green foliage. Upright, clumping stems. White flowers in spring.
Red fruit in summer. Grows anywhere.
#2 pot
$35.99
BLACK CHOKEBERRY 5'+H x 5'+W. A larger flowered version. Freely
suckering, multistemmed shrub. Glossy green foliage turns red in fall. Super
cold tough and drought tolerant.
#2 pot
$35.99
LOWSCAPE MOUND 2'+H x 2'+W. A new introduction featuring a compact,
mounded habit where a more restrained plant is needed. Neat and tidy, easy to
grow. White flowers in spring, shiny green summer foliage, vivid red in fall.
Grows practically anywhere and endures summer heat.
#2 pot
$39.99

BUDDLEIA, BUTTERFLY BUSH

The following is a sample of the multiple varieties we carry beginning in early
summer. They come in sizes for most every application and many colors. They
are one of the best plants available for continuous summer color and a must
have for cottage and pollinator gardens. Full sun and well drained soil is ideal.
DAVIDII 4'+H x 3'+W. The original oldfashioned varieties featuring a more
open and upright habit for locations where a more wispy plant is preferred. Can
reach 6' or more in sheltered locations. Comes in a variety of colors.
#2 pot
$34.99
LO & BEHOLD SERIES 2'+ x 2'+. Dwarf spreading mound. Stays low and
dense. Smaller foliage and flowers than the type and come in several colors.
Requires no deadheading, sterile flowers. Avoid exposed locations.
#3 pot
$44.99
PUGSTER SERIES 2'+ x 2'+. A new group of buddleia featuring fullsize
flower spikes on a dwarf and very stocky plant. True blue in color and fragrant
too. Selfcleaning, no deadheading required!
#3 pot
$44.99

CARYOPTERIS, BLUEBEARD

BEYOND MIDNIGHT 2'+H x 2'+W. Deep green, glossy foliage for added

appeal. Dark blue flowers in late summerfall. Compact habit stays dense and
full without trimming. Needs full sun. Avoid exposed locations.
#3 pot
$42.99

CHAENOMELES, QUINCE

DOUBLE TAKE SCARLETT 3'+H x 4'+W. Large, double, camellialike red
blooms appear in early spring on bare branches. Thornless and fruitless.
Terrific cut flowers. Easy to grow. Likes sun and well drained soil.
#3 pot
$49.99
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CLETHRA, SUMMERSWEET

ALNIFOLIA (Summersweet) 5'+H x 6'+W. Our native plant. Upright, twiggy

branching. Covered in white, sweet scented flowers in midsummer which
feeds beneficial pollinators. Yellow fall color. Excellent border plant. Drought
tough once established. Tolerates moisture, soggy soil, and part shade.
#3 pot
$45.99
RUBY SPICE 5'+H x 6'+W. Eyecatching pink form of Clethra. Vigorous, good
clean foliage. Grows anywhere. Pest and disease free like all Clethra.
#3 pot
$45.99
SIXTEEN CANDLES 3'+H x 3'+H. Perfect form and habit. Strongly upright
branching on a uniform, compact plant, doesn't droop. Upright white flowers in
midsummer, super fragrant.
#3 pot
$45.99
TOM'S COMPACT 3'+H x 4'+W. Extra compact, rounded habit. Stiff, upright
branching. White flowers in midsummer.
#2 pot
$39.99

CORNUS, DOGWOOD

ARCTIC FIRE 5'+H x 5'+W. A redosier dogwood cultivar. More restrained

variety with a shrubby, clumplike, very twiggy habit. Green foliage. Fiery red
stems all winter. Easy to grow. Tolerates shearing. Likes sun.
#3 pot
$47.99
#5 pot
$69.99
ELEGANTISSIMA 6'+H x 8'+W. Full size Tatarian variety for large plantings.
Rapid growing and freely suckering. Prune out large canes periodically to
encourage young red shoots. Green and white foliage.
#2 pot
$39.99
#3 pot
$47.99
IVORY HALO 4'+H x 6'+W. Tatarian cultivar. Suckering yet contained grower.
Very dense foliage in full sun is creamy white and green. Bright red stems in
winter. Tolerates both wet and dry conditions.
#3 pot
$47.99
#5 pot
$75.99

COTINUS, SMOKEBUSH

GRACE 10'+H x 10'+W. Strong redpurple foliage all summer. Super vigorous

with very large, round foliage. Tolerates severe pruning. Good for poor, dry soil.
Loves sun. Resists mildew. Will become treelike with age.
#10 pot
$149.99
VELVETEENY 3'+H x 3'+W. A dwarf version with all the same attributes of its
big brother 'Royal Purple'. Smaller foliage. Slow grower.
#3 pot
$59.99
WINECRAFT BLACK 4'+H x 4'+W. Round foliage emerges burgundy in
spring and matures to neardark foliage. Noted for its rounded outline and
more dense branching than oldfashioned types. Cold and drought tough.
#3 pot
$59.99

COTONEASTER, COTONEASTER

CRANBERRY 2430"H x 6'+W. Shiny dark green, rounded foliage. Small

white flowers in spring. Spreading branches form a dense mat. Enjoys drier
soils. Good for slopes and erosion control. Red berries.
#2 pot
$36.99
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CYTISUS, BROOM

ALLGOLD 3'+H x 3'+W. Deep yellow, fragrant pealike flowers cover the

wispy green threadlike branches in spring. Slower growing. Likes sun and well
drained soil.
#2 pot
$35.99
BURKWOOD 4'+H x 3'+W. Upright grower with thin, green, grasslike
branches. Fragrant red flowers with a hint of yellow in spring. Requires well
drained soil. Prune hard right after flowering.
#3 pot
$45.99
HOLLAND 4'+H x 3'+W. Rosepink flowers appear in spring, fragrant. Small,
green foliage. Needs well drained soil. Likes sun.
#2 pot
$35.99
MOONLIGHT 4'+H x 4'+W. Soft yellow flowers. Wispy, grasslike, upright
grower. Drought tough.
#3 pot
$45.99

ENKIANTHUS, ENKIANTHUS

REDVEIN 8'+H x 4'+W. You'll want to use this plant in place of a small tree,
great near an entrance. Creamy white flowers have red lobes. Features
gracefully open branching and an upright habit. New stems are reddish.
Excellent scarletorange fall foliage.
#3 pot
$59.99

FORSYTHIA, FORSYTHIA

LYNWOOD GOLD 8'+H x 8'+W. Bright golden yellow flowers cover the

branches in early spring. Very uniform bloomer. Upright when young becoming
spreading with age. Tolerates poor soil as long as its not wet. Thrives in full
sun. Can be pruned severely as needed.
#2 pot
$38.99
#3 pot
$45.99
#5 pot
$55.99
NEW HAMPSHIRE GOLD 5'+H x 5'+W. Golden yellow flowers appear a bit
later which helps resist frost damage to blooms. Vigorous grower. Rounded
and spreading. Use as a border, backdrop, or large hedge.
#2 pot
$38.99
SPRING GLORY 8'+H x 8'+W. Butter yellow flowers in early spring. Broadly
round and spreading. Good for masses and deciduous screening.
#2 pot
$38.99

FOTHERGILLA, FOTHERGILLA

BLUE SHADOW 5'+H x 5'+W. Unusual powdery blue foliage appears after

white bottlebrush flowers in spring. Vigorous grower with rounded and
spreading habit. A standout for fall color. Likes sun, tolerates shade. Avoid
soggy soil.
#3 pot
$55.99
DWARF FOTHERGILLA 3'+H x 5'+W. Appealing bluegreen foliage appears
after white bottlebrush flowers in spring. Highly fragrant. Upright and rounded
habit, foliage becomes dense in time. Irregular branches. Spectacular multi
colored fall display is yellow/orange/red. Grows in sun or some shade.
#3 pot
$57.99
MOUNT AIRY 4'+H x 4'+W. A midsized native hybrid of F. gardenii and F.
major. Sweet scented flowers in spring.
#5 pot
$87.99
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HAMAMELIS, WITCHHAZEL

ARNOLD'S PROMISE 10'+H x 10'+W. Bright yellow, tassellike flowers hang
down from branches in late winter. Open and upright when young becoming
multitrunked and treelike with age. Will grow in sun or shade but avoid hot dry
areas.
#3 pot
$65.99
COMMON 10'+H x 10'+W. This native witchhazel displays its fragrant yellow
flowers in fall instead of winter. Will grow in sun or shade, good understory
choice. Upright, multitrunked, becomes a small tree with age. Most cold hardy
of the witchhazels.
#3 pot
$47.99
VERNAL 10'+H x 10'+W. Native selection with fragrant yellow flowers which
appear in late winter. Vigorous grower with upright habit, spreads by suckers.
Medium green foliage changes to yellow in fall.
#3 pot
$47.99

HIBISCUS, ROSE OF SHARON

Multistemmed and upright shrubs with a long lasting summer bloom display.
Mature plants will become large and treelike and fill up much of the garden.
APHRODITE 8'+H x 6'+W. Rich pink flowers with dark blotch.
ARDENS 8'+H x 6'+W. Oldfashioned cultivar with double rosepurple flowers.
AZURRI BLUE SATIN 8'+H x 5'+W. Large single blue flowers with reddish
throat. Produces few if any seed pods.
BALI 6'+H x 4'+W. Midsized growing. Semidouble white with red throat.
BLUE CHIFFON 8'+H x 6'+W. Frilly blue flowers.
HAWAII 6'+H x 4'+W. Midsize growing. Large single blue flowers.
LAVENDER CHIFFON 8'+H x 6'+W. Frilly lavenderpurple flowers.
LIL KIM 3'+H x 3'+W. Dwarf form with redcentered white flowers.
ORCHID SATIN 8'+H x 5'+W. Single orchidpink flowers with red eye.
PINK CHIFFON 8'+H x 6'+W. Double soft pink with red streaked center.
PURPLE PILLAR 8'+H x 2'+W. Semidouble pinkish purple, dark center.
RED HEART 8'+H x 6'+W. Single white with dark red center.
WHITE PILLAR 8'+H x 2'+W. Columnar habit. Single pure white.
#3 pot
$49.99

HYDRANGEA, HYDRANGEA

SMOOTH_HYDRANGEAS(ARBORESCENS)
ANNABELLE 3'+H x 3'+W. Native oldfashioned hydrangea, green to white

globe shaped flower heads. Feeds bees and other pollinators. Olive green
foliage. For sun or shade. Avoid soggy soil. Prune to ground in late fall.
#3 pot
$45.99
INCREDIBALL 3'+H x 3'+W. An improved Annabelle type featuring larger
flowers and stocky stems which hold the plant upright. Sporadic reblooms into
fall if encouraged by trimming spent flowers. (Also available in blush pink as
Hydrangea a.'Incrediball Blush')
#3 pot
$55.99
#5 pot
$75.99
INVINCIBELLE WEE WHITE 2'+H x 2'+W. A mini version of 'Annabelle'.
Dome shaped flowers begin with a hint of pink and then turn white.
Sturdy stems prevent drooping. Strong grower. Continuously reblooms until
frost. (Also available in pink as 'Invincibelle Mini Mauvette')
#3 pot
$55.99
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BIGLEAF_HYDRANGEAS (MACROPHYLLA)
CHERRY EXPLOSION 3'+H x 4'+W. Unusual color and form featuring rich

cherry red blooms on lacecaptype, flattened flower clusters. Very uniform
growing with consistent flowering. Rebloomer.
#3 pot
$55.99
DOUBLE DELIGHTS WEDDING GOWN 3'+H x 4'+W. Reblooming pure
white double lacecaplike blooms, gorgeous. Very deep green, shiny foliage.
Stocky stems prevent flopping. Excellent habit, very uniform.
#3 pot
$55.99
EVERLASTING REVOLUTION 2'+H x 2'+W. The smallest, tightest of the
dwarf hydrangeas we have. Persistent flowers create multicolored displays of
pink, burgundy, or blue, finally changing to green.
#3 pot
$55.99
FOREVER & EVER BLUE HEAVEN 3'+H X 3'+W. Reblooming.
Extremely large round flower heads of pink or blue (can get very blue/purple)
depending on pH. Compact habit. Sturdy stems. Nice fall color.
#3 pot
$55.99
#5 pot
$75.99
FOREVER & EVER RED 3'+H x 3'+W. Excellent form and habit. Consistent
bloomer of dark rosypink pom pom flowers. Reblooms till frost.
#3 pot
$55.99
FOREVER & EVER TOGETHER 23'+H x 3'+W. Rebloomer. Extra
compact and tidy, slow growing. Fancy double florets create a layered effect.
Pink or blue mophead type flowers.
#5 pot
$75.99
LET'S DANCE BLUE JANGLES 2'+H x 2'+W. Designed as one of the
most compact rebloomer with zone 5 hardiness. Blue or pink with lighter
colored eye in each floret.
#3 pot
$55.99

ENDLESS SUMMER SERIES:
ENDLESS SUMMER •THE ORIGINAL• 4'+H X 5'+W. The plant that

began the reblooming craze with large round mophead type blooms. Gets
big fast, doesn't flop over once established.
BLOOMSTRUCK 3'+H x 4'+W. Large round mophead flowers of pink or
blue with lighter creamy highlights. More reliably blooming than the original
with many more flowers at the same time. Develops strong stems and
maintains a compact habit. New stems are red/purple.
BLUSHING BRIDE 3'+H x 4'+W. Mostly white mophead flowers which
have a slight blush of either pink or blue depending on pH. Prefers a bit less
sun. Will bloom better in a sheltered location
SUMMER CRUSH 2'+H x 2'+W. A new version featuring raspberry red or
neon purple mophead blooms. Extra compact. Excellent heat tolerance.
TWIST 'N SHOUT 3'+H x 4'+W. The original reblooming lacecap.
Flattened flower clusters summer through frost. Changeable from pink to
blue. Excellent vigor and upright stems once established.
#3 pot
$55.99
#5 pot
$79.99
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ONYX ZEBRA 4'+H x 3'+W. Unusual shiny black stems show through glossy
green foliage. White round flowers. May require winter protection for reliable
blooming or just enjoy the exotic stem color.
#3 pot
$55.99
TUFF STUFF 3'+H x 3'+W. A mountain hydrangea cultivar with better cold
tolerance. Flat lacecap flowers are pink or blue depending on soil pH. (Also
available as Tuff Stuff Red, Tiny Tuff Stuff and Tuff Stuff Ah Ha.)
#3 pot
$55.99

PANICLE_HYDRANGEAS_(PANICULATA)
BERRY WHITE 6'+H X 5'+W. Easy to grow cultivar with strong upright stems
supporting conical flowers in summer. White blooms begin white and gradually
transition to deep pink from the base to the tip for a multicolor effect.
#5 pot
$75.99
BOBO 3'+H x 3'+W. A newer dwarf cultivar becoming very popular. Conical
white flower clusters held upright on sturdy stems. Rounded habit, compact.
#2 pot
$39.99
#3 pot
$55.99
#7 pot
$89.99
LIMELIGHT 10'+H x 10'+W. Gets big in a hurry, impressive singly or when
used as a hedge or short screen. Stiff upright branches support the weight of
its huge flowers. White blooms from lime green buds but will stay more green
in shade. Hardy and no need to worry about frozen buds. Resists leaf scorch.
#3 pot
$55.99
#5 pot
$75.99
#10
$149.99
#10 tree form
$195.99
LITTLE LIME 5'+H x 5'+W. Smaller version of 'Limelight' with smaller stems,
foliage, and flowers. Compact, dense, and full to the base. Great for smaller
gardens and accent use.
#2 pot
$39.99
#3 pot
$55.99
#7 pot
$89.99
LITTLE QUICK FIRE 3'+H x 3'+W. A miniature version of the popular 'Quick
Fire' Hydrangea featuring smaller branches, foliage, and flowers. Slow
growing, and easily maintained. Early blooming for a panicle type.
#2 pot
$39.99
#3 pot
$55.99
#5 pot
$75.99
PINKY WINKY 6'+H x 6'+W. An award winning variety featuring upright
flowers with sterile florets. Open to creamy white and then turning pink. Very
symmetrical with a tidy habit and stocky stems. Very hardy.
#2 pot
$39.99
STRAWBERRY SUNDAY 4'+H x 5'+W. Similar to 'Vanilla Strawberry' with a
smaller habit. Creamy white to pink to red persistent flowers. Very cold hardy.
Likes sun to part shade. Perfect for smaller spots.
#3 pot
$55.99
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QUICK FIRE 6'+H x 6'+W. Extremely cold hardy and easy to grow. White

conical flowers held upright on every stem tip. Blooms much earlier than other
panicle hydrangeas with a rapid pink changeover. Super symmetrical and full,
one of the best. Will profusely bloom even after the extreme cold of winter
which has been decimating macrophylla flower buds in recent years.
#2 pot
$39.99
#3 pot
$55.99
#5 pot
$75.99
VANILLA STRAWBERRY 6'+H x 5'+W. Upright red stems display large
conical flowers in summer which begin white and darken to strawberryred later
in the season creating a multicolor effect. Enjoys sun, very hardy.
#5 pot
$75.99

OAKLEAF_HYDRANGEAS_(QUERCIFOLIA)
GATSBY STAR 5'+H x 5'+W. An updated version of 'Snowflake' Oakleaf

hydrangea with pointed star shaped florets on conical flowers. Red fall colored
foliage. Perfect for woodland gardens.
#3 pot
$59.99
SNOW QUEEN 4'+H x 5'+W. Dense branching with a nonflopping habit.
Very showy conical bloom clusters with large florets. White flowers change to
pink as fall approaches. Likes sun to part shade. Dark green foliage is highly
textured and provides sensational fall color of orangered.
#2 pot
$45.99

HYPERICUM, ST. JOHNSWORT

RED STAR 2'+H x 2'+W. Highly rust resistant selection has bright yellow

flowers in the spring and massive clusters of red colored berries into fall. Best
in protected locations in sun/part sun. Cut back and mulch over for winter.
#2 pot
$39.99

ILEX, WINTERBERRY

BERRY HEAVY 6'+H x 6'+W. Full size cultivar bred for excellent fruit

production for enhanced beauty. Red berries appear in late summer and
persist into fall and winter until devoured by birds. Tolerates poor soil
#3 pot
$52.99
#10 pot
$119.99
JIM DANDY (Male Winterberry) 5'+H x 4'+W. Use as a pollinator for most
female plants to increase their fruit production.
#2 pot
$39.99
#3 pot
$45.99
LITTLE GOBLIN RED 3'+H x 3'+W. A dwarf cultivar with a tidy compact
habit suitable for use in foundation plantings. Bright red berries appear in fall
and will persist into winter until eaten by birds. Enjoys sun to part shade.
#2 pot
$39.99
RED SPRITE 4'+H x 3'+W. Compact and slower growing, great for smaller
gardens. Attractive, uniform grower. Extra large shiny red fruit.
#2 pot
$39.99
#10 pot
$105.99
SPARKLEBERRY 6'+H x 6'+W. A hybrid developed at the National
Arboretum. Good rounded form. Plump red fruit. Multistemmed.
#2 pot
$39.99
#5 pot
$59.99
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WINTER RED 8'+H x 8'+W. The original nativar with a natural looking appeal
where such plants are called for. Gets big and tall with age, more open
branching. Large red berries held on branch tips. Tolerates wet soil.
#2 pot
$39.99
#10 pot
$105.99

ITEA, SWEETSPIRE

LITTLE HENRY 23'H x 34'W. Mounded and spreading with glossy green

foliage. Fragrant white bottlebrush like flowers droop from stems in summer.
Tidy habit. Sun or shade. Enjoys consistent moisture.
#2 pot
$39.99
#3 pot
$49.99
SCENTLANDIA 2'+H x 3'+W. A new introduction featuring bigger flowers with
better fragrance. Also shows better stem hardiness for good performance in
zone 5. Shrubby, upright and spreading habit. Sun/shade, tolerates wet soil.
#3 pot
$49.99

LIGUSTRUM, PRIVET

CALIFORNIA 10'+H x 6'+W. Popular privacy hedge choice for dry sunny

locations because of its rapid growth rate. Shiny green oval foliage on upright
branching. Fragrant flowers in summer.
#3 pot
$39.99
45'
$105.99

MYRICA, BAYBERRY

NORTHERN BAYBERRY 5'+H x 5'+W. Native woody shrub with fragrant
foliage. Rounded habit. Freely suckering providing good erosion control.
Seashore tolerant. Semievergreen in warmer zones.
#2 pot
$39.99
#5 pot
$69.99

PHILADELPHUS, MOCK ORANGE

MINIATURE SNOWFLAKE 2'+H x 2'+H. A dwarf version suitable for

locations with limited space. White double flowers in late spring are fragrant.
#3 pot
$42.99
MINNESOTA SNOWFLAKE 4'+H x 3'+W. An oldfashioned selection
featuring large double flowers with small pointed petals. Slight fragrance.
#2 pot
$35.99
SNOW WHITE 5'+H x 4'+W. A repeat bloomer showing once in spring and
then again in summer. Fancy double white fragrant flowers are larger than
other cultivars. Enjoys full sun and well drained soil, easy to grow.
#3 pot
$49.99

PHYSOCARPUS, NINEBARK

DIABOLO 7'+H x 6'+W. Terrific replacement for purple leaf plum shrubs.

Showy round flower clusters in late spring change pink to white. Deep
burgundy foliage fades to green in late summer. Vigorous and tough.
#5 pot
$59.99
LADY IN RED 5'+H x 5'+W. Noted for its brighter red color than other
cultivars. Small white flowers cover the plant in late spring. Good form. Disease
resistant foliage. Tolerates most any soil, very tough and hardy.
#3 pot
$49.99
SUMMER WINE 5'+H x 5'+W. Little brother of Diabolo with a more compact
habit. Deep burgundy foliage. White flowers.
#2 pot
$39.99
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TINY WINE 3'+H x 3'+W. Dwarf version featuring small burgundy foliage and
excellent habit. Form is dense and full to the base while not flopping like other
varieties. Fluffy flower clusters of white and pink tones. Resists mildew.
#2 pot
$39.99
#3 pot
$49.99

POTENTILLA, CINQUEFOIL

CHEESEHEAD 2'+H x 2'+W. While oldfashioned cultivars fizzle out after

blooming, this extends the season with reblooming yellow flower throughout
summer. Fine green foliage. Enjoys sun and coarse sandy soil.
#3 pot
$49.99
HAPPY FACE 2'+H x 2'+W. New and improved Proven Winners
introductions. Better form and habit, darker green foliage, and more repeat
blooming than oldfashioned cultivars. Available in yellow, pink, or white
flowered options. Enjoys full sun, drought tough, poor soil ok.
#3 pot
$49.99

PRUNUS, PLUM

BEACH PLUM 6'+H x 6'+W. A native plant commonly found near the shore in
sandy soil. Attractive small white flowers in spring. Female plants produce
edible fruits (purchase plants in summer with fruits) Likes sun.
#2 pot
$39.99

RHUS, SUMAC

GROLOW 23'+ x 6'+W. A problem solving ground cover for challenging

locations. Excellent for erosion control and poor dry soil. Enjoys sun to part
shade. Shiny green foliage turns orangered in fall.
#3 pot
$39.99

SALIX, WILLOW

DAPPLED WILLOW 10'+H x 10'+W. Unusual coloring with speckled foliage
showing green, pink, and white. Likes moisture. Must be kept trimmed if a
smaller plant is desired, gets big quickly.
#3 pot
$45.99
#7 pot tree form
$165.99

SAMBUCUS, ELDER

BLACK LACE 6'+H x 6'+W. Finely dissected dark purpleblack foliage.

Mounding habit. Pink to white flowers in late spring. Likes a moist soil. Best
color in full sun. Prune back after flowering.
#3 pot
$49.99

SPIRAEA, SPIREA

DOUBLE PLAY SERIES:
ARTISAN 2'+H x 2'+W Red new growth in spring is followed by fuchsia

summer flowers. Compact mound. Deer resistant. Very low maintenance. Likes
full sun. Reblooms when trimmed.
#3 pot
$46.99
BIG BANG 2'+H x 3'+W. Massive pink flowers of a size never seen before
adorn bright yellow foliage. Orange in spring. Reblooms when trimmed. Great
for low hedges. Likes sun.
#3 pot
$46.99
CANDY CORN 2'+H x 3'+W. New foliage emerges fiery red in spring
maturing to yellow. In season, new growth is orange. Purple flowers in summer,
reblooms with trimming.
#2 pot
$38.99
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PAINTED LADY 3'+H x 3'+W. Multicolored foliage is splashed in green and

yellow with a bit of cream. Pink flowers in summer will rebloom with trimming.
Likes sun, drought tough.
#3 pot
$46.99
RED 2'+H x 3'+W. A standout among spireas with a big display of red blooms
throughout summer. Perfectly shaped without trimming. Showy dark burgundy
spring foliage and dark new flush for added color interest. Loves sun.
#3 pot
$46.99
DAPHNE 12'H x 3'+W. One of the most popular varieties. Low, dense
spreading mound. Tiny foliage and stems. Small light pink flowers in profusion.
Will repeat blooming if trimmed. Likes sun.
#3 pot
$41.99
GOLDFLAME 3'+H x 4'+W. A tried and true cultivar still remaining popular for
its dependability. New foliage emerges fiery red in spring and matures to a
bright chartreuse. Bright pink flowers held at the tips in summer.
#5 pot
$54.99
MAGIC CARPET 2'+H x 3'+W. Lower growing with a spreading habit which
hugs the ground. New foliage emerges red and matures to chartreuse. Pink
flowers appear in early summer, a quick trimming will make it rebloom.
#5 pot
$54.99
SHIROBANA 3'+H x 4'W. Excellent for mass planting and borders. Vigorous
grower, dense and full to the base. Pink and white flowers appear on the same
plant in late spring with sporadic blooming all summer. Loves sun.
#5 pot
$54.99
SNOWMOUND 4'+H x 5'+W. Easy to grow shrub with graceful, spreading
branches, dark green foliage, and an abundance of white flower clusters that
provide a spectacular show in midspring. Excellent midheight border.
#3 pot
$39.99

SYRINGA, LILAC

BETSY ROSS 8'+H x 8'+W. Developed by the National Arboretum to

withstand warmer climates and have improved disease resistance. Pure white
flowers are very fragrant. More compact and rounded than typical lilacs.
#3 pot
$54.99
BLOOMERANG 4'+H x 4'+W. Enjoy a longer blooming period with this
series. Largest display of flowers occurs in spring with sporadic reblooming in
summer, clip spent flowers immediately. Available in pink and dark purple,
dwarf version available in pink.
#2 pot
$44.99
#3 pot
$56.99
DWARF KOREAN 5'+H x 6'+W. Compact and rounded habit. Small rounded
green foliage. Covered in highly fragrant lilac purple flower clusters in spring.
Reddish fall color. Hardy and drought tough. Mildew resistant foliage.
#2 pot
$39.99
#5 pot
$79.99
34'
$149.99
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MISS KIM 5'+H x 6'+W. Upright and broad, spreading branches. Small green

pointed foliage. Blooms appear after common lilacs have finished. Lilac purple
flowers are super fragrant and highly abundant.
#2 pot
$39.99
#5 pot
$79.99
34'
$149.99
POCAHONTAS 10'+H x 8'+W. A disease resistant hybrid lilac with a common
lilac appearance. Early bloomer. Burgundypurple buds open to violet flowers.
Strong oldfashioned fragrance. Good healthy foliage.
#3 pot
$54.99
#5 pot
$79.99

COMMON LILACS (VULGARIS)
BEAUTY OF MOSCOW 8'+H x 5'+W. To many, the beauty of this lilac's

flowers are unmatched. Double soft pink buds open blush then fade to white.
Extremely fragrant. Slower grower, can easily be grown in limited spaces.
#3 pot
$54.99
BLUE SKIES 8'+H x 5'+W. Very fragrant lavenderblue flowers in spring.
Similar to other common lilacs with an upright multibranched habit. Likes full
sun and tolerates dry rocky soil.
#5 pot
$79.99
CHARLES JOLY 10'+H x 8'+W. French hybrid with very fragrant double
magenta/purple flowers. Upright habit. Very popular.
#3 pot
$54.99
#5 pot
$79.99
COMMON PURPLE 10'+H x 8'+W. Oldfashioned lilac with large clusters of
fragrant lilacpurple single flowers. Likes sun and well drained soil.
#3 pot
$49.99
LUDWIG SPAETH 10'+H x 8'+W. Old fashioned cultivar blooms slightly later
than typical common lilacs. Deep redpurple buds open to purple flowers.
#3 pot
$54.99
#5 pot
$79.99
SENSATION 10'+H x 8'+W. Charming flowers when observed up close,
display a rosypurple color with a narrow white edge. Very fragrant.
#3 pot
$54.99
YANKEE DOODLE 8'+H x 5'+W. Among the deepest of the true purple lilac
flowers. Very large clusters. Super fragrant.
#5 pot
$79.99

VIBURNUM, VIBURNUM

AUTUMN JAZZ 10'+H x 10'+W. A full size arrowwood viburnum but with a

uniform upright and vase shape habit. Flat white flower clusters in late spring.
Blueblack fruit in fall provide food for wildlife. Excellent fall foliage.
#3 pot
$49.99
34'
$125.99
BLUE MUFFIN 6'+H x 6'+W. More refined variety of our native, wild growing
Arrowwood viburnum with a compact habit. Dense and upright with shiny
pointed foliage. White flat flower clusters followed by blue fruit. Easy to grow in
sun or shade.
#3 pot
$49.99
#5 pot
$75.99
#10 pot
$175.99
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BURKWOOD 10'+H x 8'+W. Hybrid. Round flower clusters cover the plant

starting out pink in bud on to pure white flowers. Spicy fragrance fills the air.
#5 pot
$75.99
45'
$189.99
KOREANSPICE 6'+H x 6'+W. Famously fragrant, white snowball blooms in
spring. Olivegreen foliage. Slow grower. Likes sun.
#3 pot
$59.99
MARIES 8'+H x 10'+W. Rounded habit with horizontally spreading branching.
Attractive green foliage. Flat white flower clusters in spring. Tolerates shade
and still blooms reliably. Reddish fall color. Great for a hedge or border.
#5 pot
$75.99
#10 pot
$149.99
SHASTA 6'+H x 8'+W. Large white lacecap type flowers in spring. Horizontal
branching, wider than tall. Excellent textured leaves. Flowers in shady spots.
Avoid hot/dry areas. Great hedge.
#3 pot
$49.99
#7 pot
$89.99
#10 pot
$149.99
SUMMER SNOWFLAKE 8'+H x 10'+W. Underutilized variety offering all the
great Doublefile features but with repeat blooming through summer.
#5 pot
$75.99

WEIGELA, WEIGELA

FINE WINE 3'+H x 3'+W. Compact round mound. Densely packed narrow

branches. Deep burgundypurple flowers. Deep pink flowers in late spring with
sporadic summer blooms. Tolerates heat, sun and dry soil.
#3 pot
$49.99
MAROON SWOON 4'+H x 4'+W. An unusual color for a weigela with deep
maroonred flowers in late spring. Will rebloom in late summer/fall. Compact
and rounded habit without trimming. Enjoys full sun and well drained soil.
#3 pot
$49.99
MY MONET 1'+H x 2'+W. Small, dwarf, mounded habit. Fine branching
covered in white and green variegated foliage. Purple/pink flowers in spring.
Fall foliage displays reddishpink tones. Slow grower. Foliage will normally
scorch during its first summer but will normalize thereafter.
#3 pot
$49.99
SONIC BLOOM SERIES 4'+H x 6'+W. A newer series of weigela with
reliable repeat blooming through summer in addition to a profuse display in
spring. Available in Pink, Red, or White.
#3 pot
$49.99
SPILLED WINE 18"+H x 30"+W. Low and spreading mound. The smallest
and slowest growing of the 'Wine' series. Purple foliage resists fading. Hotpink
flowers in spring and sporadic reblooming when trimmed. Likes sun.
#2 pot
$38.99
VARIEGATA 45'+H x 45'+W. Old fashioned variegated variety featuring light
pink flowers in spring with sporadic reblooming in summer. Leaves are
attractive with cream edges. Enjoys sun, tolerates poor soil.
#3 pot
$37.99
WINE AND ROSES 4'+H x 5'+W. Largest of the 'Wine' series good for mass
planting. Rounded habit, dense branching. Very dark burgundy/purple foliage.
Rose pink trumpetlike flowers in late spring. Sporadic reblooms. Likes sun.
Drought tough.
#3 pot
$49.99
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CONIFEROUS EVERGREENS

CEPHALOTAXUS, PLUM YEW

COLUMNAR PLUM YEW 6'+H x 1'+W. Thick dark green glossy needles.

Stiffly upright branches. Nice accent for narrow sites or Japanese themed
gardens. Avoided by deer.
#3 pot
$79.99
#6 pot
$149.99
SPREADING PLUM YEW 2'+H x 4'+W. Excellent substitute for old
fashioned yews which are normally devoured by deer. Low and spreading habit
with rich green needles. Enjoys sun or part shade.
#3 pot
$69.99

CHAMAECYPARIS, FALSECYPRESS

HINOKI TYPES (OBTUSA)
COMPACT FERNSPRAY 8'+H x 6'+W. Dense and mutibranched. Upright

branching with pyramidal habit. Tends to get more open with age, can be tip
trimmed annually to keep dense. Short green foliage packed tightly on
branches. For sun or part shade.
#3 pot
$84.99
CRIPPS GOLDEN 15'+H x 8'+W. Superb yellow color. Very lacy with
spreading downtipped branches on an upright pyramidal form. Full to the
base, makes a great screen. Vigorous. Likes sun.
#5 pot
$89.99
COMPACT HINOKI 8'+H x 6'+W. One of the oldest dwarf types available
featuring excellent dark green color and form. Very dense and round when
young then becoming more upright and treelike after many many years.
31/24'
$425.99
DWARF HINOKI 6'+H x 4'+W. Upright and irregular when young becoming
broadly conical with age. Dark green foliage in twisted flattened sprays. Does
well in sun or part shade. Can be sheared.
#3 pot
$99.99
#6 pot
$199.99
NANA LUTEA 5'+H x 3'+W. Excellent grower has a compact, dense and
uniform upright and mounded habit. Strong yellow color in full sun. Doesn't
require excess trimming. Likes sun.
#3 pot
$99.99
#6 pot
$199.99

SAWARA/THREAD CYPRESS TYPES (PISIFERA)
BOULEVARD (Boulevard Cypress) 8'+H x 6'+W. Fluffy texture and perfect

blue color. Rounded when young becoming conical with age.
#2 pot
$39.99
#6 pot
$139.99
BRIGHT GOLD 4'+H x 4'+W. One of the best yellow Thread Cypress for
strong color. Uniform, mounded habit. Slow grower. Tolerates full sun. Can be
trimmed to keep smaller but will send up leaders if allowed to grow naturally.
#2 pot
$39.99
GOLDEN MOP 4'+H x 5'+W. New foliage emerges bright yellow and ages to
golden. Mounded when young becoming slightly pyramidal with age, develops
upright leaders. Likes sun.
#2 pot
$39.99
#3 pot
$55.99
#6 pot
$105.99
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JUNIPERUS, JUNIPER

BAR HARBOR 6"+H x 6'+W. Low and dense groundcover with bluegreen,

softly textured foliage. Vigorous grower. Very salt tolerant. Plum colored in fall
and winter. Enjoys sun.
#3 pot
$44.99
BLUE POINT 15'+H x 7'+W. Excellent bluegray color. Upright pyramidal
habit. Fast growing once established. Dense when young becoming a little
open with maturity if not trimmed annually.
#5 pot
$105.99
#7 pot
$159.99
56'
$259.99
BLUE RUG 6"H x 6'+W. One of the most popular groundcover types with
excellent blue color and low and dense habit. Vigorous once established. Hugs
the ground and drapes over walls. Likes sun.
#3 pot
$44.99
BLUE STAR 12'H x 3'+W. Slow growing dwarf with a mounded and compact
habit. Perfect steelblue color. Excellent alone or in groups. Likes sun but can
tolerate a bit of shade.
#3 pot
$47.99
CASINO GOLD 2'+H x 4'+W. Golden yellow foliage. Low and spreading,
slow grower. Good color retention in winter. Cold hardy. Loves sun.
#3 pot
$44.99
DWARF JAPANESE GARDEN JUNIPER 6"H x 5'+W. Irregularly
spreading ground cover juniper. Packed with tiny clusters of limegreen
needles. Mosslike appearance. Slow grower. Sun or part shade.
#3 pot
$44.99
EMERALD SENTINEL 20'+H x 6'+W. A native evergreen for harsh
conditions such as seashore and roadside plantings. Not fussy about soil
conditions. Enjoys full sun. Avoided by deer.
#15 pot
$195.99
GREEN CARPET 6"H x 6'+W. Bright green new growth matures to dark
green. Densely packed branching and coarse texture. Very cold hardy.
#3 pot
$48.99
GREY OWL 3'+H x 6'+W. Super drought tough and cold hardy, great for
seashores. Bright silver blue foliage. Spreading habit.
#3 pot
$44.99
HETZ COLUMNAR 20'+H x 8'+W. Columnar base with narrow top. Green
and gray foliage. Heavy berry set of bluegray fruit eaten by birds. Tolerates
poor soil and windy exposed locations.
#5 pot
$79.99
#10 pot
$195.99
67'
$299.99
HOLGER'S 2'+H x 4'+W. A very cold hardy, deep bluegreen juniper with a
surprise. New foliage emerges a highly contrasting yellow for a two toned
appearance. Enjoys sun and well drained soil.
#3 pot
$49.99
ICEE BLUE 4"H x 6'+W. The best blue colored rug type juniper available and
it has more disease resistance. Tolerates drought and sun as well as being
avoided by deer. Requires well drained soil
#5 pot
$59.99
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MICROBIOTA, SIBERIAN CYPRESS

CELTIC PRIDE 18"+H x 56'+W. Super tough but has a soft and wispy

appearance. Most notable for its resistance to tip blight. Low and spreading.
Zone 2 hardy! Enjoys sun, will grow in some shade.
#3 pot
$49.99

PICEA, SPRUCE

CUPRESSINA SPRUCE (Columnar Norway Spruce) 15'+H x 3'+W. A more

elegant alternative to arborvitae where a narrow border is called for. Rich green
color and densely branched. Very upright and columnar. Enjoys sun.
45'
$299.99
DWARF ALBERTA SPRUCE 8'+H x 4'+W. Highly popular for its dense
compact habit and upright pyramidal shape. Tiny green needles packed on
narrow branches. Tolerates shearing. Likes sun or part shade.
#2 pot
$55.99
#3 pot
$75.99
#5/6 pot
$135.99
#10 pot
$299.99
FAT ALBERT BLUE SPRUCE 20'+H x 15'+W. Consistent color of shiny
steelblue needles on every plant. Chunky and dense with less rigid pyramidal
shape. Slow grower. Needs full sun for best color.
#10 pot
$189.99
56'
$315.99
GLOBE BLUE SPRUCE 35'H x 56'W. Sought after variety for its flattened
and uniform shape. Globose, wider than tall habit. Perfect blue color.
Maintenance free. Likes sun and good rich soil.
#2 pot
$75.99
#3 pot
$115.99
#6 pot
$195.99
#10 pot
$315.99
JEAN'S DILLY DWARF SPRUCE 3'+H x 1'+W. A miniature version of
Dwarf Alberta with even smaller needles and tighter branching. Super dense
and conical without trimming. Perfect for rock gardens or miniature container
gardening.
#3 pot
$75.99
MONTGOMERY BLUE SPRUCE 6'+H x 4'+W. Round when young but
develops a leader and reaches upright creating a broad pyramid. A dwarf
Colorado type with shiny steel blue needles. Enjoys sun.
#6 pot
$195.99
#10 pot
$315.99
NORWAY SPRUCE 60'+H x 25'+W. Fast growing conifer for large scale
screening. Dense, pyramidal habit. Bright green needles. Develops pendulous
branches with age. Likes sun. Tolerates moist soil. Cold hardy.
331/2'
$149.99
56'
$225.99

PINUS, PINE

LOW GLOW 3'+H x 5'+W. A dwarf type of Japanese Red pine. Short, thick,

bright green needles keep their color all year long growing densely along stout
horizontal branches. Flattopped, lowgrowing habit when young, mounded
with age. Prominent tan buds add interest. Enjoys full sun.
#6 pot
$235.99
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ROCK GARDEN 1'+H x 2'+W. Dwarf type of Swiss Mountain pine. Very slow
grower perfect for tight spots. Low and flat when young becoming domelike
with age. Tiny green needles and small branchlets. Full to the base.
#2 pot
$45.99
SLOWMOUND 18"+H x 4'+W. An Iseli TRUdwarf selection. Uniform growing
clones featuring a flattened spreading habit. Very dense and full. Slow grower.
Requires no trimming. Seashore tolerant. Likes sun.
#3 pot
$59.99
#6 pot
$115.99

TAXUS, YEW

DENSE 4'+H x 5'+W. Oldfashioned evergreen commonly used for hedges.

Tolerates shearing and shaping into various forms. Tolerates sun or shade.
1518"
$54.99
1821"
$89.99
ENGLISH SPREADING 3'+H x 6'+W. One of the few evergreens which
thrives in shade. Dark green needles on gracefully arching branches. Dense
and full. Avoid soggy soil.
1824"
$85.99

THUJA, ARBORVITAE

EMERALD GREEN 15'+H x 34'W. Perfect green color. Short branches with

flattened sprays of foliage. The most popular evergreen hedging option for tight
locations. Tolerates close planting but needs irrigation in droughts. Sun only.
#8 pot
$129.99
#10 pot
$149.99
78'
$325.99
GREEN GIANT 50'+H x 10'+W. A hybrid Western/Japanese cross. Tall and
wide pyramidal for large hedges. Gets big fast. Thick, aromatic green foliage.
Strong central leader defends against bending in snow. Likes sun but can
tolerate a bit of shade. Rarely eaten by deer.
#10 pot
$125.99
56'
$225.99
6'
$259.99
67'
$299.99
SPRING GROVE 30'+H x 8'+W. Columnar version of Green Giant for narrow
locations. Fast grower. Stays very narrow when young but will eventually reach
outward if not pruned. Rich green color.
#10 pot
$149.99
STEEPLECHASE 30'+H x 10'+W. A branch mutation of Green Giant which
has a finer texture and fuller top. Grows more slowly but requires no trimming
to keep full. Strongly pyramidal and dense. Excellent green color. Drought and
cold tough. Strong central leader stands up to snow and ice.
#10 pot
$149.99
78'
$299.99

TSUGA, HEMLOCK

EASTERN HEMLOCK 60'+H x 20'+W. Native conifer suitable for screening
or as a single stately evergreen. Dense when young becoming openly tiered
when mature, picturesque and majestic. Shade tolerant but avoid planting
beneath the inside of a tree dripline.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<
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Let's talk watering...with gallons!
We are always asked how often to water newly installed plants during the
critical first year of establishment, but it's how much to give each plant
where is the place to start. Some plants will prefer more or less frequent
waterings but the total amount given per week needs to be kept in a narrow
range to avoid harming the plants. Here are the general watering guidelines
to begin with, keep in mind that there are too many factors in play which will
require physically checking the moisture depth and moisture state. Ideally
you should check the moisture depth 68" for shrubs and smaller items and
up to a foot deep for trees. Perform this test at least weekly to begin with to
determine the drainage and evaporation rate of the soil.
Approximate Starting Watering Volumes (for well drained soil):
Pot Size
Water Volume
#12 pots
24 gallons per week
#35 pots
68 gallons per week
#79 pots
79 gallons per week
#1015 pots
10 gallons per week
(B&B Trees)
10 gallons per 1” trunk diameter
*Try 50% less for plants which prefer drier soils.
*Subtract rainfall amounts from weekly total.
*Dormant plants should only be fully moistened when installed and
then wait until the leaves fully emerge to continue.
We stock automatic water bags which are a simple way to help larger items
and trees get the care they need. They are a great tool to use especially
during summer when activities and vacations come into play.

Azalea Pro Tips:
Azaleas prefer organic, humusrich, acidic (4.56.0 pH) soil. They don't like
soggy soil so any excess moisture must drain well. Planting in full sun is fine
as long as it is not a sunbaked, hot and dry location. Nursery grown plants
are heavily trimmed to create a uniform and dense plant, if left to grow
naturally, they will reveal a more natural appearance. Except for rebloomers,
they all bloom on oldwood growth so you will want to schedule all pruning
immediately after the flowers pass. Annual applications of an organic plant
food will keep plants looking their best and help discourage disease and
insect attacks. At the time of planting, you will notice the root system has
formed a solid mass, chop the bottom 12" off the base of the rootball with a
spade and make several vertical slices into the side every 23". When
setting in the hole make sure the top of the root system is above grade by
about an inch and the soil is sloped upwards to meet the top edge, also
create a saucer around the base for the first season to collect and retain the
moisture. Check out www.azaleas.org on the web for other info on azaleas!
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AZALEA

BIXBY 1'+H x 2'+W. Excellent cold hardiness for an evergreen type of azalea.

Cherry red flowers. Small foliage. Very slow grower. Spreading habit.
#2 pot
$32.99
#3 pot
$44.99
BLAAW'S PINK 4'+H x 4'+W. Extra heavy bloomer with bright salmonpink
hoseinhose flowers. Easy to grow in sun to part shade.
#2 pot
$32.99
#3 pot
$42.99
#5 pot
$59.99
BOLLYWOOD 2'+H x 2'+W. Very bright, neon pink flowers appear in spring.
Green foliage has white edge for additional color throughout the season. Slow
growing, suitable for limited spaces. Enjoys a bright location.
#3 pot
$39.99
CONVERSATION PIECE 3'+H x 4'+W. Late bloomer with an unusual show
of colors. Plants will display huge ruffled blooms of bicolor, pink, or mostly
white all at the same time. Sporadic reblooms in fall for added appeal.
2124"
$59.99
CORNELL PINK 5'+H x 3'+W. A deciduous Korean azalea featuring an early
spring bloom when little else is flowering. Clear pink flowers cover the shrub in
a cloudlike fashion before foliage emerges. Enjoys sun to part shade. Hardy.
#2 pot
$39.99
DELAWARE VALLEY WHITE 4'+H x 4'+W. Pure white flowers cover the
plant in spring. Large green foliage. Dense grower. For sun or part shade.
#2 pot
$32.99
#3 pot
$49.99
FRANK ARSEN 4'+H x 5'+W. Unusual flower color with pink and orange
tones, hoseinhose blooms. Larger growing, good for borders.
#3 pot
$42.99
GIBRALTAR 6'+H x 5'+W. Deciduous. Favorite variety for its vivid electric
orange flowers. Heavy bloomer. Large foliage. For sun or part shade.
#2 pot
$39.99
#3 pot
$52.99
#5 pot
$75.99
GIRARD'S FUCHSIA 3'+H x 4'+W. Electric, deep red/purple flowers literally
glow in the sunlight. Dark green foliage. Vigorous. Rounded and stocky habit.
Hardy. For sun to part shade.
#3 pot
$39.99
#5 pot
$59.99
GUMPO 1'+H x 3'+W. Available in pink or white flowers. Dwarf spreading
habit, stays tight and dense. Small green foliage. Likes afternoon shade.
#3 pot
$42.99
HELEN CURTIS 2'+H x 3'+W. Double, fluffy looking white flowers in May.
Grows wider than tall. Dark green foliage. Compact habit. Fancy.
#3 pot
$47.99
HERBERT 3'+H x 4'+W. Very pretty hose in hose flowers of lavender orchid
color. Excellent cold hardiness. Vigorous. Enjoys sun to part shade.
#3 pot
$44.99
HINO CRIMSON 4'+H x 5'+W. Red to redpink flowers cover the plant in
spring. Small rounded green foliage. Very cold hardy variety. Tolerates full sun.
#3 pot
$39.99
#5 pot
$59.99
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LINDA STUART 4'+H x 4'+W. Striking hose in hose flowers are creamy white

with a pink reverse eventually fading to white. Uniform and round when young
more upright and tall with age. Good tolerance of both heat and cold.
2124"
$59.99
PLEASANT WHITE 3'+H x 4'+W. Excellent grower with uniform, compact
and rounded habit. Large pure white flowers in spring. Medium green, rounded
foliage always appears healthy with great color.
#3 pot
$47.99
#5 pot
$59.99
RED RED 2'+H x 3'+W. The best truly red colored flowers, long lasting. Deep
green foliage. Uniform, compact habit. For sun to part shade.
#3 pot
$42.99
ROYALTY 4'+H x 5'+W. Vigorous grower with upright and spreading habit.
Purple flowers with reddish center. Good cold tolerance.
#3 pot
$47.99
SHERWOOD ORCHID 4'+H x 4'+W. Profuse display of orchid purple flowers
in spring. Dense and rounded when mature, spreading when young.
#3 pot
$42.99
STEWARTSTONIAN 45'H x 45'W. Excellent cold hardy variety with small
red to orangered flowers in spring. Deep green foliage. Upright and rounded
habit. Grows in sun to part shade.
#3 pot
$39.99
SWAMP AZALEA 6'+H x 4'+W. Deciduous. Native azalea which can handle
moisture better than most. Late blooming white flower, fragrant. Adaptable.
#2 pot
$39.99
TRADITION 4'+H x 4'+W. The best pink variety for our region, fully reliable
from year to year. Vigorous grower with upright and rounded habit. Long living
for an Azalea, becomes large in time. Very hardy. Tolerates sun.
#3 pot
$39.99
#5 pot
$59.99
SHRUBS FOR MOIST SOIL
BLUE HOLLY
BOG ROSEMARY
CHOKEBERRY
DOGWOOD
ELDER
HYDRANGEA
INKBERRY
JAPANESE HOLLY
LEUCOTHOE
MOCK ORANGE
QUINCE
SPIREA
SUMMERSWEET
SWAMP AZALEA
SWEETSPIRE
VIBURNUM
WILLOW
WINTERBERRY
WITCHHAZEL

MOIST SOIL EVERGREENS &
TREES
ATLANTIC CEDAR
BALD CYPRESS
BIRCH
BLACK GUM
CRABAPPLE
DARK AM. ARBORVITAE
DAWN REDWOOD
HONEYLOCUST
OAK
PLANETREE
RED MAPLE
SERVICEBERRY
SOUTHERN MAGNOLIA
SWEETGUM
SYCAMORE
WHITE SPRUCE
WILLOW
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ANDROMEDA, BOG ROSEMARY

BRETON BLUE 1'+H x 23'W. Narrow evergreen foliage with silverblue
color all year. Dainty small clear pink flowers in spring. Cold hardy. Enjoys
damp acid soil in shade.
#1 pot
$21.99

BUXUS, BOXWOOD

CHICAGOLAND GREEN 2'+H x 3'+W. Superior cold hardiness (z4). Very

dense and full to the base. Rounded habit similar to Green Velvet.
#3 pot
$54.99
DWARF ENGLISH 2'+H x 2'+W. Very slow growing dwarf boxwood with a
tight globe habit. Tiny rich green foliage. Perfect for accents or low borders &
hedges. Grows in sun or shade, well drained soil.
#3 pot
$54.99
GREEN BEAUTY 3'+H x 3'+W. Forms a perfect rounded mound. Dense tidy
habit with shiny green foliage. Highest immunity to boxwood blight in controlled
tests. Grows in sun or shade. Low odor Japanese type.
#3 pot
$57.99
GREEN MOUNTAIN 46'H x 34'W. One of the most popular varieties for
evergreen hedging. Taller than wide habit. Dark green foliage. Lighter scent
than common boxwood. Excellent hardiness. Sun or shade.
#1 pot
$22.99
#10 pot
$119.99
#2 pot
$37.99
1824"
$165.99
#3 pot
$57.99
GREEN VELVET 2'+H x 3'+W. Mounded when young becoming more
rounded with age. Small olivegreen foliage. Slow grower, excellent foundation
choice and for walkway hedges. No strong odor. Sun or shade.
#1 pot
$22.99
#6 pot
$89.99
#2 pot
$37.99
1821"
$119.99
#3 pot
$57.99
2124"
$179.99
LITTLE MISSY 2'H+ x 2'+W. A dwarf selection featuring excellent cold
hardiness and boxwood blight resistance. Shiny dark green foliage has good
color retention in winter. Likes sun, tolerates shade.
#1 pot
$34.99
#3 pot
$69.99
NEWGEN FREEDOM 4'+H x 3'+W. Superior new cultivar selected for insect
and disease resistance. More uniform and compact than winter gem with
medium green foliage. Good cold hardiness.
#3 pot
$64.99
NEWGEN INDEPENDENCE 3'+H x 3'+W. The second offering in the series
with a rounded habit and is a suitable substitute for dwarf English boxwood.
Resists leafminer and is naturally blight resistant. Yearround green color.
#3 pot
$64.99
PINEY MOUNTAIN 4'+H x 3'+W. A common boxwood but with larger, extra
shiny green foliage. More upright than green mountain. Resists leaf miners.
1821"
$119.99
SCHMIDT 5'+H x 3'+W'. Upright and narrow when young, filling outward with
age. Narrow dark green foliage with bluish cast. Vigorous growing.
#3 pot
$54.99
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TIDE HILL 1'+H x 3'+W. Dwarf Korean variety with small pointed olivegreen

leaves. Flattopped and spreading habit grows like a boxwood groundcover.
Likes sun or shade but avoid hot dry areas or open and exposed winter
locations.
#1 pot
$22.99
#3 pot
$59.99
WINTER GEM 4'+H x 5'+W. Vigorous grower with a round habit. Large round
foliage with lighter green color, very shiny. Tolerates moist soil better than
English boxwood. Low odor. Best choice for wider hedges.
#1 pot
$22.99
#2 pot
$37.99
#3 pot
$57.99
#6 pot
$89.99
VARDAR VALLEY 2'+H x 3'+W. Low and spreading/mounding habit with
large dark green foliage. Extremely cold hardy. Rugged, resists snow & ice
damage. Very shade tolerant.
1824"
$135.99

CALLUNA, HEATHER

SCOTCH HEATHER 12'H x 2'+W. Compact spreading mound. Wispy

upright and spreading branches covered in miniature evergreen foliage. Small
and charming bell shape flowers in summer. Call for availability.
#1 pot
$24.99
#2 pot
$39.99

EUONYMUS, WINTERCREEPER

EMERALD GAIETY 2'+H x 4'+W. Old fashioned plant which still has no

broadleaf equal. Deep green foliage with white margin. Small leaf selections
more spreading and low, large leaf ones more upright and shrubby.
#2 pot
$24.99
#3 pot
$45.99
EMERALD 'N GOLD 2'+H x 4'+W. Dark green foliage with shiny yellow
edge. Old fashioned plant. Tolerates shearing, looks best with regular trimming.
Likes sun. Requires well drained soil.
#2 pot
$24.99
#3 pot
$45.99
GOLD SPLASH 2'+H x 2'+W. Features improved stable variegation and
large round leaves. Striking golden yellow and green foliage for multiseason
interest. Needs protection from deer.
#3 pot
$54.99
MANHATTAN 4'+H x 6'+W. Extremely vigorous with large green foliage, very
shiny. Rounded habit with vertically reaching branches. Likes sun or shade.
#3 pot
$52.99
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ILEX, HOLLY

JAPANESE HOLLY (CRENATA)
CHESAPEAKE 8'+H x 4'+W. Dark green foliage is oval and shiny. Multi

stemmed with upright branching and a pyramidal habit. Compact growing but
needs trimming to keep tight. Japanese Holly are usually avoided by deer.
#7 pot
$105.99
#15 pot
$169.99
COMPACTA 4'+H x 4'+W. Popular Japanese Holly foundation choice for its
dense rounded habit and uniform growth. Glossy, green, small rounded foliage.
Grows in sun to part shade.
#2 pot
$37.99
#3 pot
$45.99
#5 pot
$64.99
HELLER'S 2'+H x 4'+W. A Japanese holly with small dark green foliage.
Perfectly mounding habit with dense spreading branches. Needs little to no
trimming. Grows in sun or part shade. Tolerates moist soil.
#3 pot
$44.99
#5 pot
$65.99
#7 pot
$109.99
SCHWOEBEL UPRIGHT 8'+H x 4'+W. A Japanese Holly with shiny dark
green foliage similar to a boxwood. Vertically growing and loosely pyramidal
when not trimmed regularly. Prefers good soils.
#15 pot
$199.99
SOFT TOUCH 12'+H x 3'+W. Small green foliage with soft appearance.
Mounding habit with dense, wispy branching. Needs little to no trimming. Likes
sun or part shade.
#3 pot
$39.99
#7 pot
$109.99
SKY PENCIL 5'+H x 12'W. Tightly columnar habit. Dense vertical branching
with shiny dark green leaves. Does best in full sun to part shade. Cinch
branches together in winter with twine.
#3 pot
$54.99
#5 pot
$79.99
#7 pot
$109.99
STEEDS 8'+H x 6'+W. Popular Japanese Holly has upright and pyramidal
habit with round, very shiny green foliage. Dense and full to the base. Does
best in a rich acid soil. Avoid hot dry locations and poor soil. Protect in winter,
tie up with a few lengths of twine to prevent snow & ice damage.
#3 pot
$45.99
#5 pot
$79.99
#7 pot
$109.99
#15 pot
$195.99

ILEX, HOLLY

INKBERRY HOLLY (GLABRA)
DENSE 4'+H x 4'+W. Native evergreen with rounded habit. Shiny oblong

foliage, good lower coverage. Soft leaves and branches. Tolerates soggy soil.
Trim annually. Tie up in winter.
#3 pot
$45.99
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GEM BOX 2'+H x 2'+W. Perfect boxwood replacement where acid moist soils
occur. Small long foliage is shiny and dark green. Retains good shape and
lower foliage better than any cultivar. Decent shade tolerance.
#2 pot
$38.99
#3 pot
$48.99
SHAMROCK 4'+H x 4'+W. Native Inkberry with narrower foliage than the
species. Stays full with an annual tip trimming. Tolerates soggy soils better
than most broadleaf evergreens. Tie up in winter.
#2 pot
$37.99
#3 pot
$45.99
#7 pot
$109.99

ILEX, HOLLY

BLUE HOLLY (MESERVAE)
BLUE MAID 8'+H x 6'+W. Pyramidal, upright habit. Flattened & less spiny

foliage, not sharp like some other types. Very shiny. Much less fruit set than
other cultivars. Tolerates shearing and shaping. Shade tolerant.
#3 pot
$49.99
#7 pot
$105.99
BLUE PRINCE 8'+H x 6'+W. Pollinates female hollies to create their berries,
just plant in any obscure location in the same yard and keep trimmed as
desired. Shiny dark bluegreen foliage. Fruitless.
#2 pot
$35.99
BLUE PRINCESS 8'+H x 6'+W. An American favorite among broadleaf
evergreens. Wide variety of applications, from accents, to hedges and screens.
Adaptable to full sun and part sun alike. Tolerates severe pruning.
#2 pot
$35.99
#3 pot
$49.99
#5 pot
$69.99
2430"
$105.99
CASTLE SPIRE 6'+H x 3'+W. Newer variety featuring a more compact habit
and improved vigor. Healthy, shiny, dark green foliage. Can be trimmed for an
even tighter appearance. Showy red berries in fall.
#3 pot
$59.99
#5 pot
$105.99
RED BEAUTY 6'+H x 3'+W. A major improvement in upright hollies which
forms a formal pyramidal shape and maintains a dense habit without the need
for excessive trimming. Large red berries against very dark green foliage.
#7 pot
$129.99

KALMIA, LAUREL

MOUNTAIN LAUREL (LATIFOLIA) 8'+H x 8'+W. Great for informal

locations. Does best in a moist, rich soil where morning sun gives way to
afternoon shade. Young plants require deer protection.
#3 pot
$59.99
2430"
$129.99

MOUNTAIN LAUREL CULTIVARS:
ELF 3'+H x 3'+W. Smaller dwarf type, tiny foliage. Pink buds open to white
flowers. Upright branching. Shade tolerant.
#2 pot
#3 pot

$42.99
$59.99
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LITTLE LINDA 3'+H x 3'+W. A dwarf variety with a compact and rounded

habit. Small glossy foliage and red buds which open to pink.
#3 pot
$59.99
OLYMPIC FIRE 5'+H x 6'+W. Tried and true variety with excellent glossy
foliage and branching. Deep red buds open pink.
#3 pot
$59.99
#5 pot
$75.99
3036"
$159.99
SARAH 4'+H x 4'+W. Rich red buds open to redpink flowers. Compact habit.
Prefers a brighter location than full shade.
2430"
$135.99

LEUCOTHOE, FETTERBUSH

COAST 3'+H x 4'+W. New foliage emerges bronze aging to shiny green.

Spreading habit with upright and arching shoots. Not eaten by deer. Grows in
sun or shade. Tolerates moist soil.
#2 pot
$36.99
SQUIRT 2'+H x 3'+W. Newer variety featuring a contrasting copperred color
on emerging foliage before aging to hunter green. More compact with slightly
smaller foliage. Small white bell shaped flowers in spring.
#2 pot
$43.99

PIERIS, ANDROMEDA

JAPANESE CULTIVARS:
CAVATINE 18"+H x 30"+W. Slow growing dwarf with low mounded habit.

White flowers sit upright in spring. Dense foliage. For sun or shade but requires
well drained soil.
#3 pot
$59.99
DOROTHY WYCKOFF 6'+H x 4'+W. More upright growing. Deep redpink
buds open to light pink flowers, before fading to white. Fragrant and long
lasting. Vigorous grower.
#2 pot
$37.99
#3 pot
$59.99
#5 pot
$95.99
GAY GOBLIN 6'+H x 3'+W. Clusters of elegant, richpink, pendantshaped
flowers appear in early spring. Green glossy foliage follows bronzetinted new
spring growth. Enjoys sun or part shade. Needs well drained soil.
#5 pot
$89.99
MOUNTAIN FIRE 5'+H x 4'+W. Upright grower with continuous fiery red
flushes of new growth through summer. Profuse white fragrant flowers in early
spring. Grows in sun or shade.
#2 pot
$37.99
#3 pot
$59.99
#5 pot
$95.99
PASSION 4'+H x 4'+W. Flowers so dark pink they are almost red. Dark green
foliage. Compact habit. Likes sun to part shade in well drained soil
#3 pot
$64.99
RED MILL 5'+H x 4'+W. Dense and upright habit. Drooping white flowers in
spring. New foliage emerges fiery red. Trim spent flowers after blooming.
#7 pot
$125.99
RIVER NYMPH 4'+H x 4'+W. Large flower clusters of pure white. Reddish
new foliage matures to dark green. Lush and full to the base. Bred for
improved lacebug resistance.
#5 pot
$89.99
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RHODODENDRON

AGLO 5'+H x 5'+W. Bright pink flowers in early spring. Small fragrant foliage.

Bronze winter color. Tolerates full sun and cold. Prune after flowering.
#2 pot
$39.99
AMY COTTA 2'+H x 3'+W. Improved PJM is slower growing and with a
compact habit. Lavenderpink flowers cover the plant in spring. Darker foliage
is smaller. Enjoys sun to part shade.
#3 pot
$67.99
CHIONOIDES 4'+H x 6'+W. Large white flowers with yellow blotch. Flat dark
green pointed foliage. Spreading, wider than tall habit. Very cold hardy.
#3 pot
$45.99
#3 pot 2124"
$67.99
#5 pot
$95.99
CUNNINGHAM WHITE 5'+H x 5'+W. Large white flowers with yellow blotch.
Very healthy looking dark green, fleshy foliage. Upright habit. Very vigorous
and one of the most popular whites available. Tolerates full sun.
#2 pot
$37.99
#3 pot
$67.99
#5 pot
$109.99
DANDY MAN PINK 6'+H x 6'+W. Tolerant of both heat and cold as well as
root rot resistance. Rich pink flowers in spring. Compact, well branched with
mounding habit. Does best in sun or part shade.
#3 pot
$67.99
DANDY MAN PURPLE 6'+H x 6'+W. A newer cultivar with oldfashioned
purple flowers. Extremely cold tolerant compared to other large leaf types.
#5 pot
$109.99
DOUBLE BESSIE 4'+H x 4'+W. Unique flowers have double blooms of a rich
raspberryred color. Bright green foliage. Mounded habit.
#3 pot
$59.99
EDITH BOSLEY 6'+H x 6'+W. Large redpurple flowers. Spreading habit.
Large flattened foliage. Good cold hardiness.
#5 pot
$89.99
ENGLISH ROSEUM 8'+H x 8'+W. One of the original oldfashioned varieties
seen growing in our local historical properties. Large trusses of lavender/pink
flowers. Large green foliage. Extremely vigorous. Sturdy branching.
#5 pot
$89.99
INDEPENDENCE (MAXIMUM PINK) 8'+H x 8'+W. Very pretty multi
colored flowers of soft lavender/pink and white. Late bloomer, similar to native
Rosebay. Red stems. Olive green leaves. Compact. Likes sun or shade.
#3 pot 2124"
$67.99
NOVA ZEMBLA 6'+H x 6'+W. Vibrant red flowers. Later blooming. Large
dark green pointed foliage. Upright branching. One of the easiest reds to grow.
Vigorous. Excellent foundation choice, tolerates severe pruning. Very popular.
#2 pot
$37.99
#3 pot 2124"
$67.99
#5 pot
$89.99
OLGA MEZITT 5'+H x 6'+W. Small clear pink flowers in early spring. Small
fragrant foliage. Bronze color in winter. Shrubby, rounded habit. Tolerates full
sun, very cold tolerant. Prune or trim just after flowering.
#2 pot
$39.99
#3 pot 2124"
$67.99
#5 pot
$89.99
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P.J.M. 5'+H x 5'+W. The original of the PJM series. Early bloomer with

lavenderpink flowers which cover the plant. Rich green foliage turns bronze in
winter. Excellent heat and cold tolerance. Prune after flowers fade.
#5 pot
$89.99
P.J.M ELITE 5'+H x 5'+W. Improved variety with slightly larger foliage and
flowers than original P.J.M. Lavenderpink flowers in early spring. Compact and
rounded habit. Grows in sun or part shade. Cold hardy.
#3 pot 2124"
$67.99
P.J.M. ELITE STAR 5'+H x 5'+W. Early bloomer with an even richer depth of
PJM flower color than the rest. Dark green foliage. Very cold hardy.
#3 pot
$59.99
PEARSON'S AMERICAN BEAUTY 6'+H x 6'+W. Later blooming with large
domes of rosepink flowers with golden blotch. Large foliage.
#5 pot
$89.99
PRINCE 2'+H x 3'+W. Dwarf and slow growing. Bright pink with lighter pink
centered flowers. Olive green foliage is curled with fuzzy undersides.
#3 pot
$67.99
PRINCESS 2'+H x 3'+W. Slow growing dwarf with a low spreading habit.
Huge flower power obscures the foliage with apple blossom pink blooms which
gradually lighten to white. Soft fuzzy undersides on leaves.
#3 pot
$67.99
PURPLE GEM 1'+H x 34'W. Small purple flowers covering the plant in early
spring. Small olive green foliage. Mounded and spreading habit. Slow grower.
Avoid hot midday sun locations and overly dry soils.
#2 pot
$39.99
PURPLE PASSION 4'+H x 4'+W. Large trusses of rich, glossy true purple
flowers. Large dark green rubbery foliage. Very vigorous. Upright and rounded
habit. Stocky stems. Tolerates full sun.
#3 pot 2124"
$69.99
#5 pot
$109.99
ROSEBAY 8'+H x 8'+W. Wild growing native where it is usually found as an
understory plant. Usually pink to white or light pink flowers. Large green foliage
on upright growing branches. Likes part shade best and rich well drained soil.
34'
$199.99
ROSEUM ELEGANS 8'+H x 8'+W. Oldfashioned variety seen in our great
historical estates as massive treelike bushes. Large full trusses of rose/lilac
flowers. Extra vigorous, becomes tall and wide fast. Sturdy branches.
#5 pot
$89.99
ROSEUM PINK 8'+H x 8'+W. Large round trusses of rich rosy/pink flowers.
Large green foliage. Thick branches. Oldfashioned variety. Very vigorous,
easy to grow. Full sun or shade tolerant. Most popular pink.
#5 pot
$89.99
SOLIDARITY 4'+H x 5'+W. Vibrant pink buds open to clear pink with white
throat. Lush flattened foliage. Spreading habit with good form.
#5 pot
$109.99
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ACER, MAPLE

SHADE & DECIDUOUS
TREES

JAPANESE
BLOODGOOD 20'+H x 15'+W. The standard in red leaf Japanese maples.

New foliage emerges bright red aging to burgundy. Vigorous growing once
established. Will take sun or part shade but best color is in sun.
#5 pot
$195.99
#10 pot
$299.99
CRIMSON QUEEN 5'+H x 5'+W. Highly popular Japanese maple for its fine
lacy foliage. Deeply dissected red leaves have hint of green. Mounded &
spreading habit. Scarlett red fall color.
#5 pot
$179.99
TAMUKEYAMA 5'+H x 5'+W. Vigorous mounding & spreading habit with
somewhat flattened top. Dark purplered foliage. Slightly thicker leaf lobes. The
most sun tolerant of the dissectum maples.
#2 pot
$79.99
#3 pot
$129.99
#5 pot
$195.99
331/2'
$299.99

SHADE TREES
AUTUMN BLAZE 50'+H x 40'+W. Hybrid cultivar of Red/Silver maple. Very

fast growth rate while maintaining an appealing and uniform crown at a young
age. Ecellent drought performance. Strong pest and disease resistance.
221/2" caliper
$399.99
BRANDYWINE 40'+H x 20'+W. Hybrid male red maple without seed pods.
Bred to resist leafhoppers. Dense oval crown. Perfect red fall color.
#15 pot
$279.99
GREEN MOUNTAIN 50'+H x 45'+W. Sugar maple featuring rich green,
leathery foliage which resists wind tatter. Grows rapidly and develops a
rounded oval canopy. Variable fall foliage of yellow/orange/red.
13/42" caliper
$349.99
REDPOINTE 40'+H x 20'+W. Red maple with a uniform growing with broad
pyramidal habit. Smaller leaves for more refined look. Dark green foliage turns
bright red in fall. Vigorous. Heat resistant. Tolerates high pH soils and has
better resistance to anthracnose than other maples.
#10 pot
$249.99
21/23" caliper
$599.99
RED SUNSET 40'+H x 30'+W. One of the best selections of the native red
maple around and an excellent choice for street trees or as a specimen in your
yard. Smaller green foliage than the species. Bright red fall foliage is always
strong. Tolerates moist soil.
#15 pot
$279.99
SUGAR 50'+H x 45'+W. The famous native tree of New England prized for its
fall color and use in maple syrup production. Fall displays can vary from year to
year including shades of yellow/orange/red. Large and longlived.
#15 pot
$279.99
SUN VALLEY 35'+H x 25'+W. A red maple cultivar. Male selection that is
noted for having a symmetrical ovate crown and exceptional red fall color.
Foliage is slightly smaller than the species. Tolerates moist soil.
221/2" caliper
$399.99
SUPER SWEET 50'+H x 45'+W. All of the traits of the native trees but with a
sweeter sap. Developed by Cornell University after many years of research.
#7 pot
$149.99
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BETULA, BIRCH

SHADE & DECIDUOUS
TREES

DURAHEAT 40'+H x 20'+W. Rapid growing cultivar of river birch withstands
high heat locations if provided adequate irrigation. Slightly smaller foliage is
more numerous in amount creating a denser canopy. Good screen.
#15 pot 68'
$225.99
1012' clump
$449.99
HERITAGE 40'+H x 20'+W. River birch with exfoliating bark has cinnamon,
salmon & cream tones. Excellent green foliage. Upright and oval habit. Very
vigorous. Good choice for moist soils. Resists borers.
#15 pot 810'
$349.99
1012' clump
$449.99
JAQUEMONTI 40'+H x 20'+W. This Himalayan birch begins as brown when
young but matures to the purest white barked tree available. Not as vigorous
as River birches so keep irrigated and fertilized regularly to avoid pests.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

SELECT 40'+H x 20'+W. River birch. A seed originated variety exhibiting a

more uniform growth habit and better foliage retention in summer. Very
vigorous with large green leaves. Borer resistant.
#15 pot
$225.99
WHITESPIRE 40'+H x 20'+W. A cultivar of the native Gray birch with smooth
chalkwhite bark which doesn't exfoliate like paper or river birch. Disease and
insect resistant. Medium to fast growing. Overall pyramidal form. Enjoys sun.
Drought tough once established.
#15 pot
$249.99

CARPINAS, HORNBEAM

FRANS FONTAINE 30'+H x 8'+W. Narrow upright form with vertical

branching. Sharp toothed dark green leaves. Relatively pest free. Very dense,
good for screening. Yellow fall color. Cold hardy and drought tough once
established.
21/23" caliper
$649.99

CERCIDIPHYLLUM, KATSURA

JAPANESE KATSURATREE 20'+H x 8'+W. New foliage emerges red

purple and eventually matures to glaucous blue. Heart shaped leaves flutter in
the breeze like an aspen, fragrant in summer. Fall color of yellow/orange tones.
Pest & disease free, no cankerworm damage.
810' clump
$329.99
Single trunk; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

GLEDITSIA, HONEYLOCUST

IMPERIAL 35'+H x 35'+W. The most compact and formal appearing cultivar.

Horizontal branching. Because it has tiny leaves, it doesn’t cast a dark, gloomy
shade like some large leaved trees, but a nice dappled shade that’s perfect for
lounging beneath. Urban tolerant & drought tough.
221/2" caliper
$479.99
SUNBURST 30'+H x 30'+W. Welcomes spring with glowing yellow foliage
which matures to peapod green. Provides pleasant dappled shade. Super salt
tough, can live in the harshest conditions.
Order online & pick up in store; corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<
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LIQUIDAMBAR, SWEETGUM

SHADE & DECIDUOUS
TREES

SLENDER SILHOUETTE 40'+H x 3'+W. One of the most narrow trees

available. Perfect for courtyards or any tight fit. Perfect star shaped foliage. Fall
color is often multiple tones of yellow, orange, and red. Enjoys sun.
21/23"
$599.99
Order online; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

LIRIODENDRON, TULIPTREE

AMERICAN TULIPTREE 75'+H x 50'+W. A massive shade tree with huge

leaves that resemble the silhouette of a tulip. Fascinating yet mostly hidden
green/orange tuliplike flowers. Fast grower and long lived, this tree will need
plenty of room to grow. Native. Bees love it.
221/2" caliper
$449.99

METASEQUOIA, REDWOOD

DAWN REDWOOD 70'+H x 20'+W. A prehistoric tree once native to North

America and thought to be extinct. Soft fernlike foliage. Cinnamon brown bark
peels off in strips. Easy to grow but dislikes salt.
#5 pot
$129.99
1012'
$449.99

NYSSA, TUPELO

WILDFIRE 30'+H x 15'+W. Newer variety featuring red colored emerging

foliage which matures to deep, glossy green. Scarlet red fall color. Pyramidal
crown. Avoid high pH soils. Enjoys full sun.
11/22" caliper
$349.99

PARROTIA, IRONWOOD

RUBY VASE 30'+H x 10'+W. Closely related to Witchhazel. An extra splash
of color adorns the new foliage with red tips before maturing to green. Tiny
small flowers appear in late winter. Spectacular fall color has multiple shades
of yellow/orange/red. Unique selection can even be used as a street tree.
21/23" caliper
$549.99

PLATANUS, PLANETREE

BLOODGOOD 70'+H x 60'+W. Massive and stately with large limbs and

foliage. Multicolored flaky bark provides year 'round interest. Fast grower, give
plenty of space, excellent for large yards.
Order online; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

QUERCUS, OAK

PIN OAK 70'+H x 40'+W. Native to eastern and central United States.

Transplants and established easily. Strong durable tree, excellent for acid soils.
Rapid grower. Straight trunk. Food source for insects and wildlife.
Shop our online tree store; corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

NORTHERN RED OAK 70'+H x 60'+W. Native to the majority of eastern

and central United States.. Long living legacy tree provides ample shade and a
stately character to the landscape. Attractive bark. Rapid grower. Tolerates
acidic soils and road salt. Vital food source for birds and caterpillars.
221/2" caliper
$349.99
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SHADE & DECIDUOUS

SALIX, WILLOW

GOLDEN NIOBE 50'+H x 40'+W. A favorite stately tree. Good for low and

soggy sections of the yard. Super fast grower with long graceful branches.
Likes sun. Will do best when planted immediately after harvest so order online
when ready to install and it will be shipped from our grower as soon as its
ready.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

DAPPLED WILLOW 20'+H x 20'+W. Tree form standard of the popular

shrub. Pink, green & white speckled foliage. Wispy branching with rounded
habit. Rapid growing. For sun or part shade.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

TILIA, LINDEN

AMERICAN SENTRY 35'+H x 25'+W. A narrower version with an upright

and uniform habit. Heart shaped green foliage. Inconspicuous flowers appear
in summer and are very sweet smelling and attract butterflies. Very attractive at
a young age with a dense crown. Perfect for smaller yards where shade is
desired. Very clean and neat. Resists Japanese beetles. Needs sun.
221/2" caliper
$449.99
STERLING SILVER 60'+H x 30'+W. Silvery underside to green leaves.
Rounded pyramidal crown with uniform branching. Sweet fragrance in summer
from inconspicuous flowers.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

ULMUS, ELM

PRINCETON 60'+H x 50'+W. A true American elm cultivar and not a hybrid.

Has demonstrated good resistance to Dutch elm disease. Large green foliage
turns to vibrant yellow shades in fall. Famous for its vaseshaped arching
canopy when mature and claimed by many as the most beautiful of the
available elms. Grows several feet per year with proper care.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

SHRUBS FOR DRY SOIL
ANDROMEDA
BAYBERRY
BEACH PLUM
BLUEBEARD
BOXWOOD
BROOM
BUTTERFLY BUSH
CHOKEBERRY
CINQUEFOIL
COTONEASTER
DOGWOOD
FORSYTHIA
FOTHERGILLA
NINEBARK
LILAC
PRIVET
SMOKEBUSH
SPIREA
SUMMERSWEET
WEIGELA
WINTERCREEPER

DRY SOIL EVERGREENS &
TREES
CHERRY
CRABAPPLE
DWARF ALBERTA SPRUCE
GINKGO
ELM
HAWTHORN
HONEYLOCUST
JAPANESE PINE
JUNIPER
MAPLE
MUGO PINE
OAK
PEAR
PEASHRUB
PLUM
SILK TREE
TREE LILAC
UMBRELLA PINE
YEW
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FLOWERING TREES

AESCULUS, CHESTNUT

FORT MCNAIR 30'+H x 25'+W. A big bold display of pink flowers in spring
held upright in large clusters. Lush green foliage is appealing and disease
resistant. Rounded canopy.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

AMELANCHIER, SERVICEBERRY

AUTUMN BRILLIANCE 20'+H x 20'+W. Glowing white flowers in early

spring. Attractive gray bark. Brilliant orangered fall color. Edible fruits attract
wildlife.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

CARAGANA, PEA

WEEPING SIBERIAN PEASHRUB 6'+H x 8'+W. Small weeping tree for

tight spaces. Tiny green foliage. Yellow pealike flowers in spring. Slow grower.
Requires drier soil. Super cold hardy.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop

CERCIS, REDBUD

ALLEY CAT 20'+H x 20'+W. Rosepurple flowers in spring followed by a

surprising presentation of leaf color that is flecked in green and white. Excellent
color retention, doesn't fade in full sun.
Order online; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

EASTERN REDBUD 20'+H x 20'+W. Early spring show of tiny rosepurple

buds tightly packed against stems and branches. Large green heart shaped
foliage. Vase shaped when young becoming irregular with maturity. Grows in
sun to part shade.
68' clump
$299.99
FOREST PANSY 20'+H x 20'+W. Large deep purple foliage throughout the
growing season, fades to green in the heat of summer. Very fast growth rate
when young growing several feet per year. Rosepurple flowers in spring.
#15 pot
$279.99
RISING SUN 10'+H x 10'+W. The most uniquely colored tree around with
varying shades of peach and orange which ages to bright chartreuse. Rounded
habit with outreaching branches. Slower growing. Excellent patio tree.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

RUBY FALLS 6'+H x 5'+W. A dwarf weeping redbud with deep purple foliage.
Retains summer color better than other varieties. Likes a protected location.
Great for smaller gardens.
221/2" caliper
$479.99

CHIONANTHUS, FRINGETREE

WHITE FRINGETREE 15'+H x 10'+W. Native to the mid and southeastern

United States found anywhere from moist locations to rocky ledges. Sweet
fragrance from wispy, tasslelike drooping flower clusters. Long green foliage
emerges in late spring. Subdued yellow fall color. Sun to part shade. Late to
leaf out in spring so it is best used in a mixed border
45' clump
$149.99
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CORNUS, DOGWOOD

APPALACHIAN SNOW 15'+H x 15'+W. Large snow white flowers appear in

spring before foliage. Foliage resists powdery mildew staying clean in summer.
Excellent fall color. Rounded canopy.
221/2" caliper
$499.99
CHEROKEE BRAVE 20'+H x 20'+W. An American dogwood with red to pink
flowers in spring before foliage emerges. Matures to an open, horizontal habit.
Likes sun to part shade. More vigorous than straight Rubra. New foliage
emerges tinged in red, aging green. Bright red fall color.
#7 pot
$189.99
#15 pot
$249.99
KOREAN/JAPANESE 20'+H x 20'+W. Easy to grow dogwood with long
lasting early to midsummer flowers. Green to white star shaped flowers can
last several weeks if not an entire month. Upright habit when young becoming
layered with age. Large red fruit in fall. Sun to part shade. Avoid soggy soil.
#7 pot
$135.99
#15 pot
$279.99
78' clump
$359.99
221/2" caliper
$499.99
SCARLET FIRE 15'+H x 15'+W. A Kousa type featuring the darkest pink
flower bracts around. Grows slowly to begin with but fills in with bushy
branching. Foliage emerges tinged purple and matures to green. Fall color is a
rich red and is very showy. Likes sun to part shade in well drained soil.
#7 pot
$169.99
#10 pot
$199.99
221/2" caliper
$425.99
STELLAR PINK 20'+H x 20'+W. Vigorous, wide and upright. Pale pink
flowers fade to white. Anthracnose resistant cross between Florida and Kousa.
Bright red fall foliage. Performs best in an acid soil.
#7 pot
$169.99

CRATAEGUS, HAWTHORN

WINTER KING 20'+H x 20'+W. A popular selection for its profuse display of

white flowers in spring. Gray stems and bark. Pyramidal when young becoming
broad and spreading with maturity. Small red fruit in fall eaten by birds. Less
thorny than most hawthorns.
221/2" caliper
$489.99

MAGNOLIA, MAGNOLIA

ALEXANDRINA 25'+H x 20'+W. A saucer type magnolia featuring darker

purple buds before they open to traditional pink and white flowers. Flowers are
large, numerous and highly fragrant. Enjoys full sun.
67' Heavy
$349.99
BUTTERFLIES 20'H x 20'W. Canary yellow, fragrant blooms appear in spring
having a double row of lilylike petals. Habit is more rounded and shrubby with
an irregular trunk and branching for a less rigid appearance.
#7 pot
$129.99
LEONARD MESSEL 20'+H x 15'+W. Fuschiapink buds open to pink two
toned blossoms. Fragrant, tassellike flowers. Upright habit, multistemmed.
Good green foliage.
#3 pot
$59.99
67' Heavy
$349.99
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LOIS 25'+H x 15'+W. A hybrid from 'Elizabeth' featuring soft yellow cup

shaped flowers. Blooms later for better reliability against spring frosts. Good
cold hardiness and pollution resistance. Enjoys sun.
#7 pot
$119.99
67'
$399.99
SAUCER 25'+H x 20'+W. The most popular deciduous magnolia. Spring
covers the tree with large rosepink and white saucerlike blooms. Upright and
shrubby when young, spreading and open with age with a few major trunks.
#15 pot
$275.99
SUSAN 8'+H x 6'+W. A "Little Girl" magnolia from the National Arboretum
featuring the visual impact of its relatives but in a smaller package. Purplepink
flowers with white insides that resemble a lily.
56' Heavy
$299.99

MALUS, CRABAPPLE

HARVEST GOLD 20'+H x 15'+W. Highly rated cultivar of crabapple. Pink

buds open to white flowers covering the tree. Upright when young and will
spread out with age. Good uniformity, consistent grower. Yellow fruit is
persistent and ripens in late winter providing birds a vital food source. Excellent
scab resistance, maintains foliage in summer.
13/42" caliper
$299.99
PINK PRINCESS 8'+H x 8'+W. A Sargenttype crabapple but with pink
flowers and attractive reddish foliage for added color. Beneficial for pollinators
in spring and birds in winter. Attractive red fruit. Good clean foliage. Spreading
habit. Enjoys full sun.
221/2" caliper
$349.99
ROYAL RAINDROPS 15'+H x 15'+W. Superior flowering crabapple to all
other red leaved varieties. Rich pink flowers in spring. Deeply serrated foliage
is clean, shiny, and healthy. Excellent scab resistance, maintains leaves all
summer. Uniform grower with appealing structure.
21/23" caliper
$449.99
SARGENT 8'+H x 8'+W. Genetically slow growing dwarf variety with
horizontally spreading branches. Fragrant pure white flowers in spring. Rich
green foliage. Once established one of the most disease resistant of all crabs,
rated excellent for all major leaf diseases. Small red fruit lasts through winter.
#15 pot
$275.99
221/2" caliper
$379.99
SPRING SNOW 20'+H x 20'+W. Doesn't produce fruit so is ideal near
walkways and patios where staining is a concern. Branches are blanketed in
spring with pure white fragrant flowers. Likes sun.
#15 pot
$199.99
21/23" caliper
$549.99
ZUMI 20'+H x 20'+W. Also known as redbud crabapple, developed at Harvard.
Fragrant flowers start as rosy pink buds gradually opening to white for a
multicolored effect. Horizontally reaching branches. Tiny bright red fruit is
persistent and nonmessy. Excellent scab resistance, maintains foliage in
summer. Needs full sun.
221/2" caliper
$379.99
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PRUNUS, CHERRY/PLUM

ACCOLADE 20'+H x 20'+W. Breathtaking Japanese cherry with outstanding
beauty and form. Fluffy shellpink flowers cover the bare, spreading and open
branches in spring. Green foliage turns orange in fall. Needs sun.
21/23" caliper
$459.99
AUTUMN FLOWERING 20'+H X 30'+W. Double pink fluffy looking flowers
appear in spring and sporadic blooms in fall. Smaller dainty foliage and
branches. Loved by pollinator insects.
21/23" caliper
$459.99
Also available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

KRAUTER VESUVIUS 20'+H x 20'+W. Flowering plum. Tiny shellpink

flowers. Rich purple foliage retains color into summer better than other purple
leaf plums. Upright when young becoming rounded with age. Likes sun.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

KWANZAN 20'+H x 20'+W. Popular Japanese Cherry for its unforgettable,

bold spring color. Masses of large double pink blooms fill the tree. Upright and
vase shaped when young becoming rounded and spreading with age. Clean
dark green foliage. Redorange fall color.
#15 pot
$225.99
221/2" caliper
$359.99
21/23" caliper
$459.99
331/2" cal. specimen
$599.99
OKAME 20'+H x 15+'W. A bold splash of color in spring with small hot red
pink to pink flowers. Dense and shrubby canopy with twiggy branches. Orange
red fall color. Showy cherrybronze bark. Enjoys sun.
Web Exclusive; available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

PENDULA (Weeping Higan Cherry) 20'+H x 20'+W. A graceful tree with

widely arching and weeping branching. Very vigorous once established. Tightly
packed with clusters of small double pink flowers in spring. Healthy trees are
able to grow for centuries. Can be extensively pruned to maintain a smaller
canopy. Likes sun and well drained soil.
#15 pot
$249.99
PINK CASCADE 8'+H x 8'+W. A pink version of the popular Snow Fountains
cherry. Masses of pearlypink flowers cover the limbs in spring. Strongly
weeping branches are densely packed with attractive green foliage, orange fall
color. Needs sun and well drained soil.
#20 pot
$279.99
SNOW FOUNTAINS 8'+H x 8'+W. Terrific tree for smaller gardens. Umbrella
shaped with branches hanging to the ground. Pure white flowers cover the tree
in spring. Vigorous, gets dense quickly. Good clean foliage. Likes sun.
#15 pot
$249.99
221/2" caliper
$375.99
SNOW GOOSE 20'+H x 20'+W. Perfectly formed tree with tons of pure white
flowers in spring. Bright green foliage stands up to summer heat. Upright habit
when young becoming quite spreading with age. Orange fall color. Enjoys sun.
221/2" caliper
$359.99
YOSHINO 20'+H x 20'+W. One of the prettiest flowering ornamentals
available. Massive display of perfect white flowers with redpink heart, sweet
fragrance. Develops rounded crown with spreading branches. Redorange fall
color. Likes sun. Loved by bees and orioles.
21/23" caliper
$459.99
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PYRUS, PEAR

CHANTICLEER 30'+H x 10'+W. Pure white flowers cover the tree in spring.

Formal shape, stiffly columnar when young becoming a narrow pyramid at
maturity, perfectly uniform. Shiny green foliage. Resists winter breakage unlike
the oldfashioned Bradford pear. Likes sun and well drained soil. Easy to grow,
requires very little maintenance. Tolerates heat and dry soil.
221/2" caliper
$349.99
JACK 15'+H x 10'+W. Grows about half the rate of full size pears but has all
the flower power of it fellow counterparts. Very dense branching and a compact
rounded habit. Suitable for beneath power lines and near patios. Needs sun.
Cold hardy and drought tough for challenging planting locations.
21/23" caliper
$499.99
TRINITY 20'+H x 20'+W. Perfect form and shape at a very young age.
Compact and slower growing with rounded, dense crown. Flowering typical of
the species with pure white flowers in spring. Good for medium size spaces
which call for a tough tree which can withstand heat and dryness. Likes sun
and well drained soil. Easy to grow.
21/23" caliper
$449.99

STEWARTIA, STEWARTIA

JAPANESE STEWARTIA 25'+H x 10'+W. Perfect medium size tree for the
yard or garden. Attractive upright habit will eventually reach out after some
years. Gorgeous multicolored exfoliating bark displays a patchwork of green,
rust and cream. Camellialike white flowers in summer appear sporadically
over several weeks. Yellow, orange, red fall colors can vary. Likes sun or part
shade but struggles in hot dry locations, needs sufficient moisture.
#5 pot
$149.99
#15 pot
$249.99
Various other sizes available in limited numbers.

STYRAX, SNOWBELL

JAPANESE SNOWBELL 25'+H x 20'+W. Small ornamental tree with

rounded crown and dainty horizontal branching. In June, white bell shape
flowers hang down in clusters and are fragrant. Clean green foliage turns
yellow in fall. Doesn't attract pests or disease like many flowering trees.
Excellent patio tree and doesn't choke out other plants like some large shade
trees. Enjoys sun to part shade but avoid hot dry areas.
21/23"
$499.99
Other sizes available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<

SYRINGA, LILAC

IVORY SILK JAPANESE TREE LILAC 15'+H x 10'+W. Tolerant of urban

environments coupled with its smaller size make for a perfect street, patio, or
front yard tree. Huge fluffy white flower clusters in early summer are highly
fragrant and attract tons of pollinators. Green foliage turns yellow in fall. Rarely
gets pests or disease. Good selection for beneath power lines or among other
plants in a garden setting.
21/23" caliper
$525.99
Other sizes available at corlissbrothers.com >Shop Trees<
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APPLE (Semidwarf)
Most white flowering crabapples (even wild growing ones) will pollinate apple
trees or plant 2 or more cultivars of apple which are compatible. Apples take a
few years to get established and even disease resistant ones will suffer foliar
diseases for the first few years. Fruit should be removed until the tree is
established to reduce stress and optimize root and branch development. For
highest quality fruit a regular spraying schedule may be required to fight pests
and diseases. Always follow label instructions and do not mix multiple liquids
without the guidance of an expert. Plant in full sun.
Match the corresponding numbers in green to crosspollinate.
BALDWIN(1) Sweet and crisp, excellent for cooking. Needs 2 pollinators.
#7 pot
$79.99 (2,3,4,5,6,7,10,12)
CORTLAND(2) Eat straight off the tree. Pure white flesh. Tangy.Tangy flavor.
#7 pot
$79.99 (3,5,6,7,12)
CRIMSON CRISP(3) Super crisp, sweettart and spicy.
#7 pot
$79.99 (2,4,5,6,7,9,12)
EMPIRE(4) Sweettart, crunchy. Rust resistant. Selfpollinating.
#5 pot
$59.99 (3,5,6,7,10,12)
GINGER GOLD(5) Very early. Mild and sweet. Long lasting.
#7 pot
$79.99 (2,3,4,6,7,10,12)
HONEYCRISP(6) Very sweet, low acidity. Light texture, crunchy.
#5 pot
$59.99 (2,3,4,5,7,12)
JONATHAN(7) Regarded as the best American apple. Sweetsharp balance.
#7 pot
$79.99 (2,3,4,5,6,9,12)
LIBERTY(8) Selfpollinating. Juicy, crisp, lighttart flavor. Scab immunity.
#5 pot
$59.99 (2,3,7,12)
MCINTOSH(9) A New England favorite. Reliable producer. Crunchy.
#5 pot
$59.99 (3,7,12)
NORTHERN SPY(10) Very hardy, ripens late, stores forever.
#7 pot
$79.99 (4,5,6)
SPITZENBERG(11) Oldfashioned American apple. Aromatic, rich sharpness.
#7 pot
$79.99 (2,3,4,5,6)
WOLF RIVER(12) Perfect for cold climates. Hardy, disease resistant. Sweet.
#7 pot
$79.99 (2,3,4,5,6,7,9)

CHERRY (Semidwarf) Cherries are not too difficult to grow as long as they
are in full sun and well drained soil. Insects can appear which can be treated
as needed. Birds and animals will often steal the fruit which is the biggest
concern, surrounding the tree with netting my be needed.
Plant 2 or more different cultivars to improve fruit yield.
BING The most popular sweet cherry in America. Firm flesh. Pollinate with
Black Gold or Lapins, most sour cherries will also work.
#7 pot
$79.99
BLACK GOLD Sweet. Moderately firm, good eating. Selfpollinating.
#7 pot
$79.99
LAPINS Sweet. Dark red. Selfpollinating.
#5 pot
$59.99
NORTH STAR (Dwarf) Sour cherry. Selfpollinating.
#7 pot
$79.99
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PEACH (Selfpollinating) Peaches require proper site selection, full sun and

well drained soil are necessary. Follow a proper fertilization program and keep
some organic insecticide on hand for pests. Spraying for disease may also be
required to keep the tree healthy.
BELLE OF GEORGIA (Dwf) Juicy, sweet white flesh. Good cold hardiness.
#7 pot
$79.99
CONTENDER (Dwf) Large crops of sweet, juicy fruit. Very cold hardy.
#7 pot
$79.99
ELBERTA (Sdwf) Famous for canning yet still great fresh or frozen. Juicy.
#5 pot
$59.99
LORING (Dwf) Yellow firm flesh. Juicy and sweet. Good heat tolerance.
#7 pot
$79.99
MADISON (Sdwf) Bright red, firm, mild. Excellent late frost tolerance.
#7 pot
$79.99
REDHAVEN (on tag) Red, nearly fuzzless, firm. Heavy bearing. Late bloomer.
#15 pot
$135.99
RELIANCE (Sdwf) Heavy crops as far north as Canada! Strong peach flavor.
#5 pot
$59.99
VIVID (Sdwf) Bright red, sweet, juicy. Some consider it the perfect peach.
#5 pot
$59.99
PEAR One of the easier fruit trees to grow. Requires another variety for
pollination ideally within 50 feet. The oldfashioned Bartlett pear is also a good
pollinator (except for Seckel).
D 'ANJOU(1) (Sdwf) Light green, slight brown russeting. Smooth white flesh.
#5 pot
$59.99 (2,3)
MOONGLOW(2) (Dwf) Browngreen. Soft, white, juicy but not mushy.
#7 pot
$79.99 (1,3,4)
SECKEL(3) (Dwf) Small brown pear good for desserts. Fine texture, sweet.
#7 pot
$79.99 (1,2,4)
SUMMERCRISP(4) (Ddwf) Green with red blush. Very sweet and crisp.
#5 pot
$59.99 (1,2,3)

PLUM (Semidwarf)

SANTA ROSA Selfpollinating. Redpurple fruit. Sweettart.
#5 pot
$59.99
STANLEY Selfpollinating. Small purple prunetype fruit. Very sweet.
#5 pot
$59.99
#7 pot
$79.99
SUPERIOR One of the highest rated plums. Super hardy. Sweet and juicy
large red fruit. Pollinate with Toka.
#7 pot
$79.99
TOKA Red fruit, spicy and sweet. Selfpollinating and also provides large
amounts of pollen to help other trees increase production. Super hardy.
#7 pot
$79.99

BUSHEL AND BERRY ASSORTED FRUITS
#2 pot $39.99 #3 pot $49.99
ASSORTED BLUEBERRIES:
#1 pot $24.99 #2 pot $37.99 #3 pot $47.99 #5 pot $69.99
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DAVID AUSTIN (Square green pots) #3 pot size

ROSES

$49.99

THE BEST QUALITIES OF OLD GARDEN ROSES WITH CHARMING DOUBLE
BLOOMS AND STRONG FRAGRANCE. THESE ARE UPDATED FOR SUPERIOR
REPEAT FLOWERING, WIDER RANGE OF COLORS, VIGOROUS GROWING, AND
EXCELLENT COLD HARDINESS. SHRUB OR CLIMBING(S/C).

ANCIENT MARINER (S) Pink, fragrant, strong repeater. (Z4)
BOSCOBEL(S) Rich salmon. Complex fragrance. (Z5)
CHARLES DARWIN(S) Large yellow flowers. Lemon and tea scent. (Z5)
CLAIRE AUSTIN(C) Creamy white. Vanilla fragrance. (Z5)
CROWN PRINCESS MARGARETA(S) Apricotorange. Strong scent. (Z4)
HARLOW CARR(S) Rose pink. Old rose scent. Short. (Z4)
LADY OF SHALOTT(S) Orangeyellow. Easy to grow. (Z4)
MARY(S) Rose pink, loosepetaled. Honeyalmond scent. (Z4)
PORT SUNLIGHT(S) Deep apricot, fragrant rosetteshaped blooms. (Z5)
ST. SWITHUN(C) Soft pink to white. Strong scent. (Z4)
TESS OF THE D'URBERVILLES(C) Bright crimson, old rose scent. (Z4)

KNOCK OUT COLLECTION

#3 pot size $39.99
BLUSHING KNOCK OUT Light pink single flowers.
CORAL KNOCK OUT Rich coral colored blooms.
DOUBLE KNOCK OUT Double cherryred flowers. Dark foliage.
DOUBLE PINK KNOCK OUT Bright pink double flowers. Lighter foliage.
KNOCK OUT The original with single cherryred flowers. Most vigorous.
PEACHY KNOCK OUT Shellpink with yellow centers.
PINK KNOCK OUT Single bright pink flowers. Lighter green foliage.
SUNNY KNOCK OUT Light yellow to white single flowers. Lighter foliage.
WHITE KNOCK OUT Single white flowers.

LANDSCAPE & RUGOSA HYBRIDS

#3 pot size

$37.99

VIGOROUS GROWERS THAT FILL SPACES QUICKLY AND TOUGH ENOUGH TO
WITHSTAND DIFFICULT LANDSCAPE CONDITIONS. DISEASE RESISTANT FOLIAGE
AND SEASONLONG, COLORFUL FLOWERS.

BONICA Clusters of shell pink flowers. Older variety still popular today.
HAMMARBERG Rugosa type. Rich mauvepink. Double flowers.
PURPLE PAVEMENT Lower growing and more compact. Purplepink.
THE FAIRY Small light pink flower clusters. Small stems. Bushy.
THERESE BUGNET Double pink, more refined rugosa type.
TOPAZ JEWEL Double buttery yellow flowers.

RUGOSA

PINK BEACH ROSE (Rosa rugosa) Single pink flowers. Vigorous and freely
suckering. Good for sandy soil and erosion control. Fragrant.
WHITE BEACH ROSE (Rosa rugosa 'Alba') Single white flowers. Fragrant.
#2 pot size $29.99
#3 pot size $37.99
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ROSES

HYBRID TEA ROSES ARE GROWN FOR THEIR PERFECT BUDS AND FLOWERS
HELD HIGH ON LONG AND UPRIGHT, STRAIGHT STEMS. MODERN VARIETIES
OFFER IMPROVED DISEASE RESISTANCE AND REPEAT BLOOMING ONCE
ESTABLISHED. HYBRID TEAS ARE MORE FUSSY OF GROWING CONDITIONS AND
TYPICALLY PREFER RICH, WELLDRAINED SOIL AND FULL SUN. REGULAR
PRUNING AND FEEDING IS NECESSARY FOR BEST APPEARANCE WHILE SOME
WILL REQUIRE DISEASE PREVENTION PRODUCTS FOR CLEAN FOLIAGE.

PATENTED/PPAF:
#3 pot $44.99 each
GRANDE DAME Strong rose pink, tall, strong fragrance.
LOVE AND PEACE Yellow splashed with pink. Large flowers.
MOONLIGHT ROMANTICA Light yellow, white suffuse. Very tall.
OPENING NIGHT Perfect red blossoms. Good repeater. Fragrant.
PETER MAYLE Bright pink, very large blooms, super fragrant.
STAINLESS STEEL Lavendersilvergray. Dark green. Tall. Strong scent.
SWEET MADEMOISELLE Full double pink blooms. Strong scent.
VETERANS HONOR True pure red on long stems for cutting.

NONPATENTED:
#3 pot $36.99 each
FRAGRANT CLOUD Deep coralredorange. Strong old rose scent.
MISS ALL AMERICAN BEAUTY Deep pink, fragrant, super tough.
MISTER LINCOLN Velvety deep red. Long stems, great cut, fragrant.
OREGOLD Long lasting yellow. Slightly fruity scent.
PEACE Golden yellow with pink edges. Large blooms on straight stems.
TROPICANA Clear coral orange. Fragrant, good hardiness.

ROSE QUANTITY DISCOUNT:
PURCHASE 5 OR MORE AT THE SAME TIME AND RECEIVE
10% OFF REGULAR ROSE LIST PRICES. MIX AND MATCH
ROSE TYPES AND VARIETIES (INCLUDING RUGOSAS).
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ROSES

THIS CLASS OF ROSES FEATURE FLOWERS RESEMBLING HYBRID TEAS BUT
ARE BORNE IN CLUSTERS OF THREE TO FIVE.

PATENTED:
#3 pot $44.99 each
ALL DRESSED UP Double soft pink blooms. Disease resistant.
ANNA'S PROMISE Bicolor golden tan and pink blush, copper reverse.
RADIANT PERFUME Deep yellow, dark green leaves, strong scent.
STATE OF GRACE New. Apricotgold with dark pink reverse, Double blooms.
TWILIGHT ZONE Big deep purple flowers. Old fashioned double.
NONPATENTED:
#3 pot $36.99 each
GOLD MEDAL Copper orange fading to yellow gold.
QUEEN ELIZABETH Soft pink blooms have perfect form.

FLORIBUNDAS

PATENTED:
#3 pot $44.99 each
BOLERO Pure white, old world spicy scent.
HOT COCOA Orangerusset, durable color in summer. Very healthy.
JULIA CHILD Rich buttery yellow. Licorice fragrance. Long bloomer.
ORCHID ROMANCE Medium pink with lavender tones. Citrus scent.
QUEEN OF ELEGANCE New. Fully double old fashioned, medium pink.
TAKE IT EASY Red with a whitish center. Very green, clean foliage.
WHITE LICORICE Highly fragrant. White or yellowish depending on temps.
NONPATENTED:
#3 pot $36.99 each
INTRIGUE Fragrant deep plum purple, fragrant.
MARGARET MERRIL Very fragrant semidouble white flowers, slight pink.

CLIMBERS

HEAVY BLOOMING AND VERSATILE PLANTS WITH LONG FLEXIBLE CANES
WHICH CAN BE TRAINED ON ARBORS, TRELLISES AND OTHER STRUCTURES.

PATENTED:
#3 pot $44.99 each
ABOVE ALL Bright salmon orange. Very long canes.
CHERRY FROST Red blooms continuously until frost. Very hardy.
CLOUD 10 A double white rebloomer. Very cold hardy.
GOOD DAY SUNSHINE Strong, deep yellow blooms resist fading.
PEARLY GATES Pastel pink flowers. Strong fragrance.
PRETTY IN PINK EDEN Deep pink,more petals and fragrance than Eden.
SKY'S THE LIMIT Large buttery yellow flowers. Mild scent.
NONPATENTED:
#3 pot $36.99 each
AMERICA Glowing coral pink with silver sheen.
BLAZE Pure even red. Tea scent. Easy to grow.
DON JUAN Dark velvety red. Fragrant. Good cut.
EDEN Old fashioned looking double with pink, cream, yellow hues.
GOLDEN SHOWERS An old favorite with semidouble golden yellow flowers.
JOSEPH'S COAT Multicolored flowers of yellow, orange, red.
NEW DAWN Pale pink to white flowers. Fragrant. Very hardy.
TROPICAL LIGHTNING Unusual blooms of orange, yellow, purple shades.
WHITE DAWN Popular white climber with semidouble blooms.
ZEPHIRINE DROUHIN Rose pink. Strong scent. No thorns. Part shade.
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TREE & SHRUB PLANTING
1. Break up the soil in the planting site 23 times the width of the rootball and
remove it creating sloped sides. Leave a flat base which has a depth of the
height of the rootball to the top edge, not the trunk itself. Larger trees will
have a trunk flair which is the visible part of the trunk which is noticeably wider
at the base. This part of the tree must always be at or slightly above finished
grade, never below. Deep planting is a primary cause of tree failure. Container
shrubs may require "scoring" the roots prior to planting and in some cases the
bottom 12" will need to be sawed off. Container trees will often have circular
roots which should be pruned off prior to backfilling.
2. Set the rootball in the hole at the proper depth and then backfill with
existing soil blended with Corliss Planting Mixture and Bower & Branch
Elements Soil Enhancer. Stop after filling 1/3 and then add water to the hole to
settle the soil. Once the plant is stable go ahead and remove all the twine and
burlap around the top. Wire baskets can be either folded down or top 1/3
removed if desired. Backfill another 1/3 of blended soil and then repeat the
watering. We always recommend our planting mix due to the often poor quality
of the soil in our yards.
3. Finish the backfilling to grade level and make a circular mound of soil
around the outside edge of the rootball circumference. This will create a
"saucer" or "well" which holds water and prevents runoff. Bark mulch should
be applied at a 23" depth but without actually touching the trunk itself.
4. Pay careful attention to watering especially during the first year. Larger trees
should be watered deeply with 10 gallons for every 1" of caliper per week
total. Do not let the rootball go completely dry as it will create a situation
which will repell water and be difficult to rehydrate. This may be divided into
several waterings and is often necessary for well drained soil conditions.
Soggy soil is to be avoided and regular inspections of subsurface moisture
should be monitored by digging with a trowel to a depth of 68". During periods
of substantial rainfall such as spring and fall, handwatering may need to be
reduced or temporarily halted. Don't rely on lawn sprinklers!

Beginning Watering Volumes (well drained soil):
Pot Size
Water Volume
#12 pots
24 gallons per week
#35 pots
68 gallons per week
#79 pots
79 gallons per week
#1015 pots
10 gallons per week
(B&B Trees)
10 gallons per 1” trunk diameter
*Initially use 50% less for plants which prefer drier soils
*Deduct rainfall amounts from weekly totals.
*Dormant plants should only be fully moistened when installed and
then wait until the leaves fully emerge to continue.
We stock automatic water bags which are a simple way to help larger
items and trees get the care they need. They are a great tool to use
especially during summer when activities and vacations come into play.
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